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ABSTRACT
ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE WING THERMAL-STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Kumar Krishna Tamma 
Old Dominion University, 1983 
Director: Dr. Earl A. Thornton
A f in ite  element approach for e ff ic ie n t thermal-structural analysis 
of structures with thermal protection systems (TPS) is described. The 
approach is applied to Space Shuttle wing structure configurations 
subjected to reentry heating. New two and three-dimensional f in ite  
elements are developed to model heat transfer in the TPS and supporting 
structure. A typical TPS/Structural element predicts transient 
nonlinear temperature variations through the TPS thickness and detailed  
structural temperatures at the TPS/Structure interface. The accuracy of 
the TPS/Structure approach in two and three-dimensions is evaluated by 
comparisons with the conventional approach for various configurations of 
the wing structure. The results indicate that the approach predicts 
detailed structural temperature distributions with s ign ifican t reduction 
in model size and computer time. The approach offers potential for 
extension to more complex two and three-dimensional structures.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The flig h ts  of Columbia have focused attention on the importance of 
the thermal protection systems (TPS) for space reentry vehicles. The 
Reusable Surface Insulation (RSI) t i l e  system received much p re -flig h t  
pub lic ity  due to mechanical problems associated with the in s ta lla tio n  on
iAr
the Shuttle Vehicle [1 ]. The excellent performance of the TPS in the 
shu ttle 's  flig h ts  has validated the fundamental effectiveness of the 
system. However, research continues on the development of a TPS 
a lte rn ative  to the RSI system, and one such concept [2 ] ,  a multiwall 
m etallic  TPS, is currently under investigation at the NASA Langley 
Research Center.
Less attention has been focused on the thermal analysis problems 
associated with the development of TPS for current and future space 
transportation vehicles. Yet, the addition of a TPS to a complex 
aerospace structure creates an analysis problem which taxes the 
cap ab ilities  of modern computers and thermal analysis programs. 
Furthermore accurate thermal analysis is c r it ic a l in evaluating the 
performance of the TPS and assessing the thermal-structural response of 
the m etallic  f lig h t  structure. The thermal analysis of the combined 
TPS/vehicle structural system is d i f f ic u lt  because the response is inhe-
Numbers in brackets indicate references.
1
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2rently nonlinear and transient. Models are quite complex due to the 
three dimensional TPS/Structural geometry. In addition, the 
effectiveness of the TPS causes the thermal transient to have a quite 
long duration making analyses very expensive. For example, shuttle 
structural components do not reach maximum temperatures until shortly 
before touchdown which requires a reentry thermal analysis for over 50 
minutes duration. Research programs are currently underway at the NASA 
Langley Research Center to improve both the effic ienc ies  and 
capabilities  of thermal analysis methods for the analysis of space 
transportation vehicles. A s ign ifican t portion of the research is 
devoted to improving f in ite  element thermal analysis methods since the 
f in i te  element method is capable of both thermal and structural analyses 
[3 -5 ].
1.1 Space Transportation Systems with Thermal Protection Systems
The v ia b ility  of current and future space transportation systems 
w ill very much depend on the durab ility  of the enclosed structure.
Hence, to achieve conventional a irc ra ft  type operations, space 
transportation systems must be capable of being fu lly  reusable with 
l i t t l e  or no refurbishment between successive f lig h ts . These space 
transportation systems that are designed to operate at high Mach numbers 
during th e ir f lig h t  regime may encounter high system temperatures due to 
aerodynamic heating that may lead to severe structural problems i f  an 
effective  thermal protection is not provided. With the advent of the 
space shuttle , other types of aerospace structures such as large 
communication platforms, antennas, e tc ., w ill be deployed or b u ilt in 
space and may also require protection against hostile thermal environ­
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3ment of space. From a m ilita ry  standpoint, future missile systems 
designed to operate in supersonic or greater f l ig h t  regimes encounter 
high structural temperatures due to combinations of aerodynamic heating 
on the vehicle.
The space shuttle is the f i r s t  reusable reentry type spacecraft 
that was b u ilt  on a foundation of technology and experience gained from 
past programs of Apollo, Gemini, etc. One of the most c r it ic a l elements 
in the development of the shuttle was the reusable thermal protection 
system on an aluminum structure. E a rlie r spacecraft had chemical heat 
shields that absorbed the heat, charred, and flaked o ff. But the 
shuttle o rb ite r was designed to reenter the atmosphere up to 100 times 
and required a reusable heat shield or Thermal Protection System. The 
TPS covers much of the o rb ite r's  aluminum skin with small (15.29 cm 
X15.29 cm) t i le s  made from fibers of 99.7 percent pure s ilic a  glass.
The reusable surface insulation thermal protection which is 
currently being used on the space shuttle is a passive system. These 
insulations have undergone extensive development as part of the shuttle  
program and research continues at NASA Ames Research Center in the 
development of a material system designated Fiberous Refractory Com­
posite Insulation (FRCI) which hopefully w ill possess twice the strength 
and approximately half the shrinkage rate of the RSI currently being 
used on the shuttle. In addition to the fu lly  reusable RSI type thermal 
protection system, however, other forms of thermal protection systems 
also exist on the current shuttle vehicle in lim ited  areas of intense 
heating which may or may not require as much maintainance or 
refurbishment.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4During the past decade studies have also been done to advance the 
s ta te -o f-th e -a rt of m etallic thermal protection systems to the point 
where designers can make rational decisions on thermal protection system 
materials and concepts for future space transportation systems. A 
concept [6 ] , called m ultiwall, consists of alternate f la t  and dimpled 
m etallic  sheets joined together at the crests of the dimples and formed 
into 12 inch by 12 inch t ile s  which are mechanically attached to the 
structure. Reference 6 indicates that the titanium  multiwall t ile s  
provide an e ffic ie n t thermal barrier at moderate temperatures when 
vented. The multiple layers serve as e ffec tive  radiation shields. The 
dimpled fo il  construction provides low through-metal conduction, and the 
small cell size v ir tu a lly  eliminates gas convection leaving only gas 
conduction. The la t te r  can also be reduced or eliminated i f  a vacuum 
t ig h t configuration is maintained.
Since future space transportation systems w ill require reusab ility , 
structural in teg rity  and durability characteristics approaching those of 
conventional a irc ra ft  there is a strong research need for e ff ic ie n t and 
effective  analysis in assessing the therm al-structural effects on system 
performance. Although in the past the thermal and structural analysis 
of thermostructural concepts have been analyzed separately and th e ir  
interaction has been handled approximately, recent studies [7 ,8 ] 
emphasize the need for development of e ffec tive  integrated 
thermostructural analysis and design capab ility .
1.2 Review of Thermal-Structural Analysis Methods for Space
Transportation Systems
H is to rica lly , thermal-structural design methodologies for advanced 
space transportation systems were based on experimental test data and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5correlations of simple theories to this data. Therefore, uncertainties  
in these methodologies w ill ex ist in correlating data with analyses and 
in the analysis methodologies.
A severe problem in most spacecraft fly ing  a t high altitudes and 
high speeds is caused by the temperatures (aerodynamic heating) that are 
attained at high ve loc ities . The magnitude of th is  problem is easily  
realized by noting that meteorites entering the earth 's atmosphere are 
eventually disintegrated while traveling at very high speeds.
Structural effects due to aerodynamic heating may be categorized into  
effects of moderate heating over long periods of time and those of rapid 
heating occurring for short in terva ls . Nonuniform heating of a 
structure, in general, w ill cause the structure to expand nonuniformly. 
The continuity of the structure is preserved by internal thermal 
stresses developing within the structure. To assess the effects of 
thermal stresses on space transportation systems subject to severe 
aerodynamic heating, e ff ic ie n t analysis techniques are needed.
A cursory review of current analysis practices reveals that though 
the f in ite  element method has been recognized and accepted in structural 
analysis, i t  has yet to prove its  inherent cap ab ilities  for thermal 
analysis. Thermal and structural models are analyzed separately and 
th e ir in teractive effects are handled approximately. Often, the thermal 
analysis of complex structures is carried out e ith er by the f in ite  
difference-lumped parameter method and the structural analysis by the 
f in ite  element method. Although the lumped parameter method is widely 
used, an a ttrac tive  a lternative may be the f in ite  element method. The 
f in ite  element method seems to have a basic advantage because of its  
ease for model verifica tio n  via graphic display. Recent advances in
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
6f in ite  element computer codes combine both the thermal and structural 
analysis in common programs. To exp lo it the fu ll cap ab ilities  of the 
f in ite  element method a new concept of integrated therm al-structural 
analysis has been developed recently [9 ] ,  The integrated thermal -  
structural approach is based on developing improved f in i te  elements 
which are compatible for both thermal and structural analysis. The 
approach has been developed for one dimensional problems and research is  
underway at Old Dominion University to apply the integrated approach to 
two and three dimensional problems.
1.3 Needs for E ffic ie n tly  Analyzing TPS Thermal-Structural Problems
The potential of any numerical methodology in engineering fie lds  
hinges prim arily upon the development of re lia b le , e ff ic ie n t analysis 
techniques and computer programs. P articu lar concern is being attached 
now-a-days for e ff ic ie n t ly  interfacing the thermal-structural models and 
analysis. Associated d iff ic u lt ie s  include storage and handling of large  
data sets and solution of large equation systems that occur in the 
analysis of transient, linear or nonlinear complex configurations.
Hence, there is a natural impetus to incorporate e ff ic ie n t solution 
algorithms in computer programs as w ell. H is to ric a lly , the computations 
of unknowns such as temperatures or displacements at discrete nodal 
points has been achieved via the use of f in ite  difference methods and 
such programs are mostly ta ilored to su it a specific problem at hand or 
cast into large processors which contain sophisticated routines. On the 
other hand, the f in ite  element method has emerged into the mainstream 
during the past decade because of the capability  to develop general 
purpose codes, and high potential for e ff ic ie n tly  interfacing the 
thermal and structural analysis.
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7S t i l l  there is some indication that existing f in ite  element 
methodologies and computer programs cannot compete with the already 
established f in ite  difference lumped parameter methods for large 
problems due to high costs. Reference 10 mentions the importance of 
e ffic ie n t solution algorithms to handle large, complex configurations to 
reduce computer costs and make the f in ite  element method more 
competitive. In b r ie f, a review [7] of applications using the emerging 
f in i te  element methodology reveals some very important needs:
(1) integrated thermal-structural analysis capability , (2) improved 
modeling techniques, (3) e ffic ie n t data storage handling, (4) faster and 
suitable solution algorithms for the various heat transfer modes, and 
(5) automated interpolation of temperatures from a thermal model to a 
dissim ilar structural model, etc.
The growing recognition of the capability  of the space shuttle to 
enlarge the scope of future applications in space is an excellent 
example where e ffec tive  thermal-structural analysis techniques are 
needed. The usefulness of the t ile s  as an e ffec tive  thermal protection 
system of the shuttle vehicle has proven to be quite successful as seen 
in the recent flig h ts  of Columbia. Nonetheless, the thermal-structural 
analysis of an entire  component such as the wing, is partly hindered due 
to the fact that the t i le s  make the thermal model very large thereby 
creating analysis d iff ic u lt ie s  and partly due to the fact that such 
analysis has to be performed for long duration of the transient. 
Reference 7 cites some thermal analysis d if f ic u lt ie s  observed regarding 
the shuttle experience and the associated analysis d iff ic u lt ie s  therein.
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81.4 Scope of Present Study
This dissertation focuses on a f in i te  element approach for 
e f f ic ie n t ,  effective  thermal-structural analysis of structures with 
thermal protection systems with emphasis on applications to the space 
shuttle . Chapter 2 describes the Shuttle O rb iter, wing design and past 
modeling techniques and thermal analysis approaches for the shuttle 
TPS/wing structure. General f in ite  element formulations for thermal- 
structural analysis, transient algorithms and computer programs are 
discussed in Chap. 3. In Chap. 4 the basic requirements for an 
e ffe c tive  thermal-structural analysis method are described. Then, 
features of a f in ite  element TPS/Structural thermal analysis approach 
are presented. Two TPS f in ite  elements developed for effective modeling 
of shuttle-type TPS/Structures are described. The performance of the 
TPS/Structural thermal analysis approach is demonstrated by analyzing 
three two-dimensional TPS/Structural models by: (1) highly detailed
models with conventional f in ite  elements, and (2) models employing the 
TPS f in i te  elements. Furthermore, a three-dimensional model of a 
section of the wing torque box is analyzed using the TPS/Structural 
elements. In Chap. 5 three-dimensional TPS/Structural elements are 
formulated. The performance of these elements is demonstrated by 
analyzing the transient thermal response of the three-dimensional 
geometry of a section of the shuttle wing. Wherever possible, 
comparisons are made with models of highly detailed conventional f in i te  
elements.
The goals of the f in ite  element TPS/Structural thermal analysis 
approach described in this dissertation is to achieve higher accuracy 
and effic iency than the conventional f in i te  element approach. Detailed
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9temperature distributions resulting from these improved models can 
provide accurate thermal loads required for the structural analysis. 
Throughout the development of the TPS/Structural f in ite  element approach 
detailed f in ite  element formulations are presented and wherever possible 
comparisons are made with the commonly adapted conventional f in ite  
element approach.
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Chapter 2
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER AND WING THERMAL ANALYSIS MODELS
This chapter serves as an introduction to the Space Shuttle Orbiter 
and reviews past analysis approaches of the shuttle wing structure. A 
description of the shuttle wing structure, geometry and selection of the 
wing components such as spars and ribs from thermal design 
considerations is presented to gain understanding of the complex three 
dimensional TPS/wing configuration. Next, the thermal protection 
subsystems on the current space shuttle vehicle are discussed. F in a lly , 
past modeling techniques and thermal analysis approaches for the shuttle  
TPS/wing structure are described to i llu s tra te  th e ir  capabilities and 
analysis d if f ic u lt ie s .
2.1 Missions and Capability
The Space Shuttle Orbiter, Columbia, which is often termed as a 
"workhorse" in space, is a high technology spacecraft and the pride of 
NASA's space transportation system for the present and beyond. The 
shuttle is hoped to increase American capabilities  in space and marks 
the beginning of a new era in space technology for future space 
transportation systems. In fac t, with the advent of the space shuttle 
the second space age has just begun. I t  has been tru ly  b u ilt of many 
compromises — with a ll the attendant problems. During each f lig h t  the 
orb ite r must withstand severe aerodynamic heating during atmospheric re­
entry. The skin and substructure are constructed primarily of aluminum
10
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which must be protected from being overheated so that the in tegrity  of 
the structure is maintained in subsequent flig h ts .
Figure 1 is  a photograph of the space shuttle vehicle. I t  consists
of the o rb ite r vehicle, an expendable external tank (ET), and a pair of 
recoverable solid rocket boosters (SRB). The shu ttle 's  operational 
cap ab ilities  and f le x ib i l i t y  permit a wide variety of missions including 
on-orbit replacement and/or servicing s a te llite s , conducting on-board 
s c ie n tific  experiments, and assembling complex space structures.
Complex structures that can be assembled in space include large 
antenna's, manned laboratories, solar energy collectors and 
transm itters, spacecraft assembly fa c i li t ie s  and many more. NASA's
prime contractor is the Space Division of Rockwell International which 
is responsible fo r designing, developing and building the space shuttle 
o rb ite r.
2.2 Space Shuttle Wing Structure and Design
The o rb ite r is a double-delta wing, control-configured vehicle with 
a length of 122.2 fe e t, a wing span of 78.1 feet and a height of 46.1 
fee t. The general external appearance and characteristics of the space 
shuttle wing is  quite sim ilar to that of conventional delta-wing 
a irc ra ft . However, there are configuration differences internally due 
to the thermal requirements caused by cold soaking in space and reentry 
heating.
The wing general arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. The wing frame is 
typ ically  an aluminum structure surrounded by reusable surface 
insulation (RSI) with a m u lti-rib  and spar arrangement and skin-stringer 
stiffened or honeycomb skin covers. The overall dimensions of each wing
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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panel is approximately 60 feet long at the fuselage intersection with a 
maximum thickness of over five feet and a half-span of approximately 30 
fee t. The wing is categorized into three main regions: the glove
section, the intermediate section and the wing torque box section. The 
most forward glove section of the wing structure has trussed ribs with 
skin-stringer covers. The intermediate section houses the main landing 
gear and incorporates honeycomb skin covers which are designed prim arily  
due to thermal stress considerations. The torque box section 
incorporates a trussed m u lti-r ib  design with rib  caps to accommodate the 
span-wise stringers of the stiffened skin panels which are sized by a 
combination of f lig h t  mechanical loads and thermal loads. The four main 
spars are of fu ll depth web configuration spaced at 58 inch intervals  
and are corrugated to minimize thermal stresses. As shown in Fig. 2, 
the wing has twelve main chordwise ribs, spaced approximately 30 inches 
apart. The rear spar provides attachment for the elevons, hinged upper 
seal panels, and associated hydraulic and e le c tric a l system 
in s ta lla tio n s . The cover plates reinforced by stringers form the skin 
of the wing section. Attachment of the wing to the fuselage is 
accomplished by a tension type splice along the upper surface and a 
shear splice along the lower surface. A series of angles and clips at 
discrete locations both forward and a ft  complete the fuselage attachment 
in terface.
The lower wing skin is covered with high temperature reusable 
surface insulation (HRSI), with the strain insulator pad (SIP) lying  
between the skin and the HRSI. Most of the upper skin is protected with 
low temperature reusable surface insulation (LRSI) or flex ib le  reusable 
surface insulation (FRSLL Again-^the-STR-4+ss—betweeir^the^k+rTncmd^the-
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LRSI, while the FRSI is bonded d irec tly  to the skin with room 
temperature vulcanized (RTV) silicone rubber with no SIP. Both HRSI and 
LRSI are bonded to the SIP with RTV, and the SIP in turn is bonded to 
the skin with RTV.
During the early design phase of the space shuttle , l i t t l e  was 
known about the eventual thermal requirements. Studies [11] were 
conducted with known wing mechanical loads and wind tunnel tests. These 
studies led to Warren truss members for the ribs and the spars were 
configured as a hinged-type design, where a webbed design was used in 
high-load areas and a truss design was used in low-1oad areas. Later, 
when the thermal loads were provided and understood, the next design 
generation included these new facts and a fina l design configuration of 
Pratt trusses for the ribs and corrugated webs for the spars was 
chosen. Figure 3 shows the wing ribs and spars studied during the 
design phase. Reference 11 gives a detailed description on the 
selection of the spars and ribs.
2.3 Thermal Protection Subsystems
The space shuttle 's outer skin is a patchwork of t ile s  of various 
sizes and thicknesses which serve as a heat shield. Since the orb iter 
experiences widely varying thermal and aerodynamic environments typical 
of both a irc ra ft  and spacecraft, the thermal protection system (TPS) is  
designed to l im it  the temperature of i ts  aluminum and other composite 
structures during its  entire  f lig h t  conditions. The key driver not only 
in the TPS design but in other design configurations as well is the 
requirement for the system to function for several (50-100) missions.
The space shuttle is covered by several thousand low density reusable
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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surface insulation (RSI) t ile s  to protect against the hostile thermal 
environment especially during reentry. These t ile s  possess a low 
coeffic ient of thermal expansion and cannot be d irec tly  attached to the 
aluminum skin of the space shuttle. Instead, the t i le s  are bonded using 
silicone rubber to a matted fe l t  material the Strain Insulator Pad 
(SIP). The SIP is bonded to the aluminum skin also using silicone  
rubber adhesive. The thermal protection system, a passive system, 
mainly consists of the following materials to withstand high 
temperatures and ensure weight efficiency: (1) Coated reinforced
carbon-carbon (RCC) fo r the nose cap and wing leading edges where 
temperatures exceed 2300° F, (2) High-temperature reusable surface 
insulation for areas where maximum surface temperature reaches 1200° F - 
2300° F, (3) Low-temperature Reusable Surface Insulation for areas 
where surface temperatures reach 700° -  1200° F, and (4) Flexible  
Reusable Surface Insulation where surface temperatures do not exceed 
700° F. The HRSI and LRSI insulations are mostly fabricated into t ile s  
of high purity s ilic a  fib e r. The HRSI t ile s  are nominally 6 inches by 6 
inches planform and range in thicknesses from approximately 0.5 inch to 
4.0 inches. The LRSI t i le s  are nominally 8 inches by 8 inches planform 
and range in thicknesses from 0.2 inch to 1.0 inch. The HRSI t i le s  have 
a black coating of borosilicate glass on th e ir external surface and four 
sides. This coating provides a low emmitance surface. The LRSI t ile s  
have a white coating of borosilicate glass, which provides a low solar 
absorptance for orb iter thermal control. Gaps are provided between 
t ile s  to prevent t i l e - t o - t i l e  contact during the various orbiter mission 
environments. These gaps are required to accommodate differences in 
thermal expansion and preclude t i l e - t o - t i l e  contact damage. Figure 4
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id e n tifie s  the location areas for the thermal protection subsystem. 
Reference 12 discusses the o rb ite r TPS status in d e ta il. In addition to 
the reusable surface insulation, other forms of thermal protection exist 
at lim ited areas which may or may not require as much maintenance or 
refurbishment.
2.4 Loads and Aerodynamic Heating
A b rie f description of the loads acting on the shuttle is  
summarized in this section. The loads acting on the t ile s  of the 
thermal protection system include aerodynamic, vibroacoustic, in te r - t i le  
forces, thermal stress, etc. The types of loads acting depend on the 
tra jec tory  of the f l ig h t  and f lig h t  conditions such as ascent, reentry, 
o rb it, etc. "The Space Shuttle Orbiter Entry Aerodynamic Heating Data 
Book" [13] of Rockwell International provides details to size and 
design the current thermal protection system. Most analytical and 
experimental results of surface temperatures, radiation equilibrium  
rates, e tc ., are often compared with Ref. 13 to make an independent 
assessment of the results. In the thermal-structural analysis results  
presented in Chap. 4, aerodynamic heating on the upper and lower 
aerodynamic surfaces are taken as specified temperature h istories which 
are characteristic of the shuttle reentry heating. Details of these 
histories are presented in the section on applications in Chap. 4.
2.5 Space Shuttle Wing Thermal Analysis Models
Due to the impact of thermal response characteristics on system 
performance, an accurate description of the temperature variation  
experienced by structural configurations is essential. Since future  
space transportation systems w ill have to withstand thermal margins
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sim ilar to that faced by the shuttle , in i t ia l  analysis e ffo rts  should 
provide concepts during design and development stages for design 
modification decisions. A b rie f discussion of some shuttle thermal 
analysis models is presented in the following sections to i llu s tra te  
current capab ilities  and analysis d if f ic u lt ie s .
2.5.1 Rockwell Analysis Model
As one of the most challenging thermal-structural analysis problems 
ever faced by aerospace engineers, shuttle experience has demonstrated 
the lim ita tions, capabilities  and f le x ib i l i t y  of existing thermal and 
structural analysis methods. Because of the complexity of the three 
dimensional TPS/Structural heat transfer, a complete wing thermal 
analysis was not tractable in design studies. Instead, a large number 
of "plug" models were used in the shuttle design and development.
Figure 5a shows an overall thermal plug model of the shuttle o rb iter  
analyzed by Rockwell In ternational. A single thermal plug model of the 
shuttle wing structure consists of 118 three dimensional lumped 
parameter models each having about 200 nodes. The cross-hatched areas 
show c r it ic a l regions modeled for analysis purposes. A typical three- 
dimensional thermal math model of the structure (without TPS) at a 
particu lar wing-rib location is shown in Fig. 5b. Temperatures are 
computed in each of the local models indicated by the cross-hatched 
regions and then interpolated to obtain temperatures in the unmodeled 
regions. The analysis was performed using the f in ite  difference lumped 
parameter technique. U ncerta in ties  in the accuracy of the interpolated  
temperatures have raised questions about the v a lid ity  of the "plug" 
model approach.
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Fig. 5 Thermal models used in  s h u t t le  wing design and development.
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Reference 7 b r ie fly  summarizes the thermal plug model analysis, and 
some of the observations made regarding the thermal modeling of the 
shuttle orb iter are c ited herein: (1) Methods to automate lumped-
parameter and f in ite  element thermal model generation, (2) Faster 
solution techniques fo r solving large order matrix equations for 
nonlinear transient heat transfer, (3) Methods to transfer temperatures 
from a thermal f in ite  element model to a dissim ilar structural f in i te
<r
element model, (4) Methods of automating the determination of the times 
at which the c r it ic a l combinations of thermal and mechanical internal 
loads occur, and (5) Improved modeling procedures to handle storage 
problems, reduce model size and computing time.
2 .5 .2  NASA-Langley Transient Thermal Response Model
A f in ite  element model of the complete shuttle wing (Fig. 6) used 
in an evaluation study (see Ref. 10) of transient algorithms is also 
useful to i llu s tra te  analytical d if f ic u lt ie s . The model shown was 
orig inally  developed as a structural dynamics model but adapted for the 
thermal algorithm study by adding conduction elements for heat transfer 
through the thermal protection system to the structural jo in ts . The 
configuration shown in Fig. 6 is based on a coarse model with insulation  
attached to the upper and lower surfaces. I t  is to be noted that the 
model is not re a lis tic  since the true heat transfer path is not 
represented. The basic structure is  modeled by rod, triangular and 
quadrilateral elements while the external insulation on each surface is 
modeled by five layers of solid triangular (wedge) elements. The
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complete model contains 2508 nodes, 1400 one- and two-dimensional 
elements in the structure and 2700 solid  elements for the thermal 
protection system. The thermal properties of the aluminum structure 
were taken to be temperature-dependent while the thermal properties of 
the insulation were both temperature and time-dependent.
Aerodynamic heating on the wing was represented by a time-dependent 
temperature specified on the external surface of the insulation on the 
underside of the wing. The solid line  in Fig. 6 shows the shape of the 
heating curve which is approximately indicative of atmospheric reentry 
heating conditions. Also shown in Fig. 6 are the calculated temperature 
histories of a certain location on the structure and a location in the 
insulation one -fifth  of the distance through the thickness of the 
insulation at a typical cross section through the wing. The solution 
time of 8000 seconds for this re la tiv e ly  crude model is indicative of 
the challenge involved in a re a lis tic  analysis of the fu ll three- 
dimensional structure.
2 .5 .3  NASA-Dryden F ligh t Research Center Model
A model (Fig. 7) employed in a recent analysis [14] of a section of 
the shuttle wing thermal response for comparison with f lig h t  data is  
more indicative of the detail required in a re a lis tic  model. The model 
has approximately 920 nodal points and accounts for spanwise heat flow 
and effects of the rib  trusses on the wing segment. The wing section 
was modeled in three dimensions using SPAR (a f in ite  element thermal 
analysis program [1 5 ]). Conduction heat transfer in the structure was 
modeled with two-dimensional heat conduction elements for the wing skins 
and spar webs whereas the spar caps, rib  caps and trusses were modeled 
with one-dimensional heat conduction elements. The TPS was modeled with
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Fig. 7 Finite element thermal model used in NASA-Dryden 
study of shuttle reentry.
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three-dimensional solid heat conduction elements using 10 layers through 
the thickness of the lower surface and 3 to 4 layers on the upper 
surface. To account for gap heating between the t i le s ,  the thickness of 
the TPS was reduced to 80 percent of its  original thickness.
Comparisons of predicted temperatures (not shown) and f l ig h t  data showed 
fa ir ly  good agreement. The models shown in Figs. 6 and 7 employed 
numerous three-dimensional isoparametric solid elements to model heat 
transfer in the TPS. Since the thermal properties varied during reentry 
and frequent recomputations of the isoparametric elements via Gauss 
integration was required, the elements employed and the modeling 
techniques used caused the analysis to be expensive.
As seen from the description of the three thermal models of the 
shuttle TPS, some basic needs for analysis of a TPS/Structural system 
during reentry have been id en tified . An e ffic ie n t and complete analysis 
must: (1) compute temperatures and heat transfer for a thermal
transient of quite long duration, (2) include variable thermophysical 
properties and radiation heat transfer, (3) model a complex three- 
dimensional TPS/Structural geometry, (4) compute heat transfer between 
the TPS and vehicle structure in s u ffic ien t detail to provide detailed  
structural temperature distributions for a thermal stress analysis, and 
(5) e ff ic ie n t ly  interface with the structural analysis model. In order 
to meet these requirements using current computing technology, models of 
only TPS/Structural segments are tractable and computational costs are 
high. High computer costs prohibit detailed three-dimensional thermal 
analysis fo r an entire vehicle component such as a wing. I f ,  however, 
an e ff ic ie n t  thermal analysis could be performed, the associated thermal 
analysis would be tractable because: (1) the structural model is
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re la tiv e ly  small compared to the thermal model (e.g . compare the number 
of TPS versus structural elements in Fig. 7 ), and (2) the thermal-stress 
analysis can be carried out as a succession of linear s ta tic  analyses,
i . e . ,  quasi-static analyses, during the thermal transient.
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C hapter 3
NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THERMAL PROBLEMS
3.1 Comparison of F in ite  Difference and F in ite  Element Methods
Of the several numerical methods that are used to solve aerospace 
transient heat transfer problems, two are predominant; namely, the 
f in i te  difference method (FDM) and the f in ite  element method (FEM). The
f in i te  difference method (FDM), is the older, being introduced in the
la te  1920's [16] and is more extensively used of the two methods. On 
the other hand, the f in ite  element method (FEM), is much newer being 
introduced in the middle 1960's [17] for heat transfer applications.
The f in ite  element method (FEM) has not been used as much for heat 
transfer analysis although i t  is a predominant method for structural 
analysis. Basically, in non-structural problems the FEM is based on the 
Galerkin method [18 ]. L iterature review reveals that neither method is  
inherently superior to the other, and in many cases choice of a method 
is a matter of personal preference of the analyst than upon any well 
defined advantages of the particu lar method. For heat transfer 
analysis, the FEM method follows the steps shown below.
1. Subdivide the given region into discrete number of nodes or 
elements.
2. Approximate the temperature variation
3. Evaluate the thermal conductivity, capacitance and heatload vectors.
28
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4. Form the global conductance, capacitance and heat load vectors.
5. Impose boundary conditions.
6. Solve fo r the nodal temperatures and heat fluxes and display 
results.
Basically, for general transient heat transfer problems, both methods 
can be cast into the form
EC] {T} + [K] {T} = {R (t)} (3 .1 )
where T is the unknown temperature f ie ld  variable, [C] is the 
capacitance matrix and describes the thermal-storage of the generalized 
system and involves the specific heat, density and the volume of each 
discretized region. The conductance stiffness matrix [K] involves the 
effects of conduction between the various discretized regions. The 
vector {R ( t) } contains the effects of internal energy generation, 
convective boundaries, specified heat flux and specified boundary 
temperature which may be constant or may be time dependent. In general, 
[C ], [K] and {R} obtained by the f in i te  element formulations w ill not 
be the same as that obtained using the f in ite  difference method. 
Computationally, the significant difference is in the capacitance matrix 
[C ], which is a diagonal matrix fo r the f in ite  difference method and is 
represented by the lumped term
( p ^ . v , )  (3.2a)
where V. is the volume surrounding node i .  In the f in i te  element
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formulation, the use of the interpolation function gives rise to the 
consistent capacitance matrix as
[C]{T>
where the energy storage at each nodal point is related to the other 
nodes within the elements. This difference in the capacitance matrices 
creates much of the differences in the solution schemes for transient 
heat transfer anlysis. I t  is to be realized that in the conventional 
f in ite  element schemes which are widely adapted, the element 
integrations are usually accomplished through Gaussian integration. 
Furthermore, i t  should be recognized that while some simple f in ite  
elements have the same conductance matrix [K] as the f in ite  difference  
algorithms, they are seldom transiently equivalent and hence the two 
methods often predict s ign ifican tly  d iffe ren t results. Another strik ing  
difference is  the usual lack of continuity of the heat flux in the 
f in ite  element method. Here, each element is treated separately and i f  
only com patibility of temperature is to be imposed, the heat flux a t the 
boundaries common to two elements is not continuous. However, this lack 
in the continuity of the heat flux is not usually important, but i t  may 
show up in some lim ited cases.
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3.2 F in ite  Element Thermal-Structural Analysis Formulation
3.2.1  Thermal Analysis
Reentry space transportation systems such as the space shuttle 
vehicle, require solving the heat transfer equations for irregu lar  
three-dimensional geometries with complex boundary conditions. The 
f in ite  element method is a useful tool for such configurations and is 
the approach followed in this study. In general, f in ite  element 
formulations can be obtained for thermal and structural problems from 
the method of weighted residuals (MWR) or the variational formulation 
[19], although the method of weighted residuals is more often used in 
heat transfer analysis. For transient heat transfer problems on an 
element level the temperature variation within each element may be 
expressed in the form:
where [N j(x ,y ,z ) ]  denote the temperature interpolation functions and 
{ T ( t ) } g denotes a vector of time dependent nodal temperatures. The 
temperature gradients are expressed in the form
where [By] is  the matrix of temperature gradient interpolation  
functions.
T (x ,y ,z ,t )  = [NT(x ,y ,z ) ]  {T (t)> 0 (3.3a)
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For general transient thermal analysis of conduction with 
convection boundary conditions and radiation , typical element equations 
are of the form,
where [Cl is  the element capacitance matrix, [K ] , [K. ] and [K ] e r c e h e  r e
are the element conductance matrices due to conduction, convection and 
radiation , and {Q}g is a vector of nodal heat loads and in general 
includes the effects of specified nodal temperatures, internal heat 
generation, specified surface heating, surface convection and surface 
radiation. In the f in ite  element formulations the matrices in Eq. 
(3 .4 ), in general, are expressed in the form of integrals over the 
domain of the element and are given by
[C3em e + [[K c] + [Kh] + [Kr ] ] e(T}e = {Q)e (3 .4 )
[C ]e = /  p c [NT] T[NT]dv (3.5a)
e
[Kc]e = I EBT] T[k][BT]dv
e
(3.5b)
[Kh3e = /  h [NTl T[NT]ds
e
(3.5c)
CKr ] e{T} = /  a £ T4[NT] Tds (3.5d)
and
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where p is the density, c is the specific heat, [k ] denotes the thermal 
conductivity matrix, h is convective heat transfer coeffic ien t, Q is the 
thermal heat generation rate per unit volume, q is  the surface heating 
rate per unit area, is the convection exchange temperature, a is  the 
Stefan-Boltzmann constant, e is the emmisivity, and q  ^ is the incident 
heat flux ra te . The superscript T denotes the transpose of a matrix.
I t  is to be noted th a t, in general, the convective heat transfer 
coeffic ient h, internal heat generation term Q, surface heating q and 
the convective exchange temperature are time-dependent. The 
thermophysical properties are assumed constant although they may be 
temperature dependent. The set of simultaneous Eqs. (3 .1 ) a fte r  
assembling into global matrices are solved by time-marching schemes and 
the unknown temperatures {T} are computed at discrete time in te rva ls .
3 .2 .2  Structural Analysis
In formulating the structural analysis, the method of weighted 
residuals (MWR) or the variational approach may be adopted, but only the 
variational formulation is presented here. Typical element displace­
ments (u,v,w) are expressed in the form
{ 5 (x ,y ,z , t ) }  = [Ns(x ,y ,z ) ] { 6 ( t ) } e (3 .6 )
where [Ns(x ,y ,z ) ]  are the displacement interpolation functions, and
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{6 (t)> e denotes a vector of time dependent nodal displacements. The 
vector of strain components (e) can be computed from the stra in - 
displacement interpolation matrix as follows:
{e} = [Bs] { 6 ( t ) } e (3 .7 )
where [B ] is the strain-displacement interpolation matrix and is s
obtained as
au
ax
av 
ay
[Bs] awaz
au . av  
“ + axay
av aw 
az ay
i au av  
az  ax
(3 .8 )
To derive the element equations, the principal of minimum potential 
energy is used. For a three-dimensional state of stress, we can w rite  
the total element potential energy in the form,
U + V e e (3 .9 )
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where %Q is the total element potential energy, Ug is the internal 
strain energy of the element, and Vg is the potential of the external 
loads that may result from body forces, surface tractions etc. The 
expressions for U and Vg can be found in any standard f in ite  element 
tex t [19] and are given by
U = i /  [s][D]{e}dv - /  [e ][D ]{e  }dvC C w 0
e e
+ -  J „ [en][D ]{en}dv (3.10)
2 e
V = -  /  [6 ]{f}dv  -  /  [6]{g}ds (3.11)
e e
where [D] is the e la s tic ity  matrix, [e] and [e ] denote row matrices ofo
total strain and in it ia l  strain components respectively, { f } denotes a 
vector of body force components and {g} denotes a vector of surface 
traction components. Substituting for {6} and {e} from Eqs. (3 .6 ) and 
(3 .7 ) into the expression for the total potential energy, Eq. (3 .9 ) and 
minimizing the total potential energy with respect to the element 
displacement vector {6>e , yields the element equilibrium equation
[Ks3e{6}e = {F}e (3 ' 12)
where CK ] g is the element stiffness matrix defined by
[Kc!L = /  [B ] T[D][BJdv (3.13)s e v 5 s
e
and {F>e is a vector of nodal forces and/or equivalent thermal
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forces. Only the expression for equivalent thermal forces is given 
below.
{F}e = j [Bs] T[D]{a}(T -  Tr e f )dv (3.14)
ve
where {a} is a vector of thermal expansion coeffic ients and T (x ,y ,z ,t )  
is the temperature variation within the element computed in the 
transient thermal analysis, and Tre  ^ is the reference temperature for 
zero stress.
At th is juncture i t  is worth noting that in general formulations of 
transient thermal-stress analysis, the heat transfer and e la s tic ity  
solutions are coupled through a mechanical coupling term in the heat 
conduction equation and in e rtia  terms in the e la s tic ity  equations. 
However, in most engineering related problems the coupling effects are 
ins ign ifican t and hence the coupling terms are neglected. The 
temperatures from the heat transfer analysis enter the structural 
analysis in two ways: (1) via the e la s tic ity  matrix [D] and the thermal
expansion coeffic ien t vector {a} which, in general, are temperature 
dependent, and (2) through the equivalent thermal forces Eq. (3 .1 4 ). In 
th is  study the e lastic  properties and the thermal expansion coe ffic ien t 
are assumed constant. Hence, the stiffness matrix in the structural 
analysis is constant and computed only once whereas the nodal force 
vector is computed for each temperature vector at selected time 
intervals thereby making the structural analysis a set of quasi-static  
analyses.
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3.3 Heat Transfer Transient Algorithms
The f in i te  element method permits the modeling of large complex 
problems, but the resulting equations may involve thousands of degrees 
of freedom and sometimes solution costs can be prohibitive. As seen 
from the description of the thermal models of the shuttle wing section 
described in Chap. 2, the need to increase the efficiency in calculating  
transient temperatures in complex aerospace vehicle structures is very 
pressing. Since the principal task is to reduce the computing e ffo r t  
for obtaining transient temperature f ie ld s , the following discussion 
focuses f i r s t  on the evaluation and comparison of exp lic it and im p lic it  
solution algorithms, and then on the choice of the algorithms best 
suited to analyze the transient response of the shuttle wing structure.
As mentioned e a r lie r  in this Chapter, the general heat transfer 
problems when discretized by the f in ite  element technique leads to the 
following system of equations
[C]{T> + [K]{T> = { R ( t ) } (3 .15)
Since i t  is impractical to obtain an analytic solution to the system of 
equations (3 .1 5 ), numerical integration methods are mostly adapted. In 
the system of ordinary d iffe ren tia l equations (3 .15 ), the matrices are 
modified for any boundary conditions. In addition, the in it ia l  
conditions (T (0 )}  must be known. Numerical integration involves 
deriving recursion relations that re la te  {T} at some instant of time t  
to {T} at another instant of time t  + At, where At is the time step. 
The solution is then marched out in time starting  from the in i t ia l  
conditions at time t  = 0 until the desired duration of the transient
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response is calculated. The system of equations (3.15) at some 
intermediate time t. = t  + 9At, where 0 < 9 < 1 can be w ritten as
[C]{T}0 + [K ]{T}0 = (R ( t0 )} (3 .16)
Using the approximations:
{T}n+l " {T}n 
{T }9 = - A J At " (3 ‘ 17a)
{T}0 = (1 -e )(T }n + 0{T}n+1 (3.17b)
(R (t0)} = (1—9 ){R>n + 0{R>n+i (3.17c)
Eqs. (3.16) resu lt in the general family of recurrence relations as 
given below
M K ]  + i j .  [C ]]{T }n+, =
[ - ( l-e )[K ] + - ^  [C ]]{T }n+ (l-e ){R > n + e{R>n+1 (3 .18)
where are the unknowns and a ll the terms on the right hand side
are known quantities . A particular algorithm depends on the value 
of 9 selected. I f  9 = o, the algorithm is the forward difference 
algorithm (Euler Method); i f  9 = 1 /2 , the algorithm is  the well known 
Crank-Nicholson method, i f  9 = 2 /3 , the algorithm is the Galerkin method 
and i f  9 = 1, we then have the backward difference method. Equation 
(3 .18), is a set of linear algebraic equations and can be cast in the
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form
[K ] (T ) „ +1 -  (R } n+1 (3.19)
where
[K] = e[K] + ^ r  [C] (3.20a)
W n+1 = [ -(1 -9 )[K ]  + ^  (C)]{T>n + ( l-0 ) {R } n (3.20b)
For the general values of 0 the family of algorithms requires the 
solution of a set of simultaneous equations a t each time step. When the 
algorithm requires the solution of simultaneous algebraic equations a t  
each time step, we then have an im p lic it algorithm, and, the 
computational e ffo rt  fo r transient solutions is larger than that for the 
corresponding equilibrium problem. For 0 = 1/2 which is the Crank- 
Nicholson im p lic it scheme, Eq. (3.18) reduces to
[R](TV l  '  ('R>„+1 (3 .21)
where [K'J = [ |CK] + - £  [C ]] (3.22a)
and (3.22b)
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When the nodal unknowns {T} at each time step are computed from 
equations uncoupled algebraic equations we then have an e x p lic it  
algorithm which can be derived from Eq. (3.18) with 0 = 0 ,  provided the 
mass or capacitance matrix [C] is approximated by a diagonal or lumped 
form. The e x p lic it algorithm form of Eq. (3.18) is
In reviewing current lite ra tu re , i t  is evident that some 
researchers prefer im p lic it algorithms, while many use the longer 
established e x p lic it algorithms. In the im p lic it algorithm (Crank- 
Nicholson), there is no s ta b ility  imposed lim itation on the time step 
size , because they are unconditionally stable, whereas with the e x p lic it  
(Euler) algorithms, the time step is lim ited  for the technique to be 
stable. In general, im p lic it algorithms can use much larger time steps 
than e x p lic it algorithms but a single e x p lic it  time step is  
computationally faster than a single im p lic it time step. In addition, 
for im p lic it algorithms storage requirements tend to increase 
dramatically with the size of the mesh, whereas exp lic it algorithms 
require less storage than an im p lic it algorithm. Also, i t  can be argued 
that the use of a particu lar algorithm sometimes may be problem 
dependent. Currently in some production thermal analysis programs, 
im p lic it algorithms require a user specified fixed time step [20,21] and 
methods to determine the time step size are mostly by t r ia l  and error.
A discussion of methods to select the required time step is presented in
(3.23)
where (R}n+] = [-AtCK] + [  C ] ] { T } n + At{R>n (3.24)
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the next section, S t i l l  at a research stage are other techniques and 
these include, for example, GEAR algorithms [22], mixed im p lic it-  
e x p lic it  techniques [23] and quasi-Newton methods [24 ]. B rie fly  
described, the computational e ffo rt using an e x p lic it algorithm for the 
transient response is  reduced s ig n ifican tly . However, th is  
computational advantage is often offset by the disadvantage that the 
time step At for the e x p lic it algorithm must be selected less than a 
c r it ic a l value for s ta b ility  reasons [25]; otherwise the solution w ill 
often grow without bounds. Nonetheless, as mentioned e a r lie r  in th is  
section, the use of a particu lar algorithm can often be dictated by the
problem that is to be solved.
The evaluation and comparison of both im p lic it and e x p lic it
algorithms for analyzing the transient thermal response of the shuttle
wing sections during reentry is presented in la te r Chaps. 4 and 5. Also 
discussed and presented are the pros and cons of using the im p lic it and 
e x p lic it  algorithms fo r the shuttle wing section problem of transient 
reentry analysis.
3.4 Time Steps for Transient Algorithms
3.4.1 Methods for Estimating Time Steps
Due to the approximations in Eq. (3 .1 7 ), the d irect numerical 
integration of the matrix equations, Eq. (3.18) introduces numerical 
errors in the computed transient response. This response w ill approach 
the exact solution closely as At 0 but for large At, the recurrence 
formulas exhibit unrea listic  oscillations and may also lead to unstable 
conditions. Current methods to estimate the required time step for 
stable, oscilla tion  free response are mostly by insight, or t r ia l  and 
error.
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To estimate the c r it ic a l time step for the e x p lic it  (Euler) 
algorithm, i t  is important to f i r s t  determine the maximum eigenvalue 
\ ia x  * ^or corresPonding system eigenvalue problem since the 
c r it ic a l  time step, At , is inversely proportional to the maximum 
eigenvalue Xm [27] . For the set of Eqs. (3 .1 ) ,  the correspondingflluA
generalized eigenvalue problem for {R( t )} = 0 is  of the form
[[K] -  \  [C ]]{T} = o (3.25)
where for matrix of dimension r x r there w ill be r  values of which 
are the eigenvalues and r  values of (T ). which are the corresponding 
ei genvectors.
The value of At beyond which the Euler solution would exhibit 
unstable oscillations is called the c r it ic a l time step, At . A value 
of At less than or equal to Atcr w ill ensure a stable behavior for the 
Euler algorithm. Reference 27 shows that for the Euler algorithm, the 
c r it ic a l time step is given by
where ^max is the maximum eigenvalue of the generalized eigenvalue 
problem given by Eq. (3 .2 5 ). Note that the capacitance matrix [C] and 
the conductance matrix [K] are the factors that govern the c r it ic a l time 
step. For analysing the thermal response of the shuttle wing sections 
using the Euler algorithm the c r it ic a l time step, Atcr , was estimated 
using practical methods. A b rie f summary of these methods is presented 
below.
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3 .4 .2  System Eigenvalue Method
The solution sequence for estimating Atcr by this method is as 
follows:
1. Form element matrices [K L  and [Cl6 6
2. Form system matrices [K] and EC]
*>y » >  S j r  w
3. Impose the necessary boundary conditions and solve the generalized
eigenvalue problem [[K ] -  \[C ] ] = 0 for the maximum eigen-
« 5 j  b j r  • >
value' W
4. F ina lly  compute At , via Eq. (3 .2 6 ).
v  I
Although i t  is important to note that the maximum eigenvalue of the
system x  governs the c r it ic a l time step; evaluating the eigen-lllaA
value \  becomes a major computational e ffo rt  for large problems
MiaX
especially those of the shuttle wing section models. Hence in general, 
for large problems, i t  is not a practical method for estimating the 
c r it ic a l time step.
3 .4 .3  Myer's Method [27]
For one-dimensional and two-dimensional heat conduction problems, 
Ref. 27 gives e x p lic it formulae for some f in i te  element types for 
determining the c r it ic a l time step Atcf,. For lin ear quadratic two- 
dimensional elements the c r it ic a l time step is estimated from
n 0
Atcr = 7  t T --------------- 1 !3 -27)
K.. + .2, |K. .  ( n  j-1  ' i j '
j^ i
which is derived from an extension of the work in Ref. 29. The notation 
in front of the brackets means that the calculations should be done for
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each of the n matrix rows, and the minimum resu lt should be taken 
as Atc r- A major disadvantage in using Eq. (3 .2 7 ), is that for problems 
(e.g . shuttle wing sections) wherein combinations of one-dimensional 
elements, two-dimensional elements e tc ., are used, these expressions are 
not valid  and often may lead to very conservative estimates of the 
c ritic a l time step Atcr> ,as shown in Table 1.
3 .4 .4  SPAR Method [20j
The solution sequence for estimating the c r it ic a l time step 
Atcr t *11s metllod 1s as follows:
1. Form element matrix [K]g and [C]g
2. Form system matrices [Kl and [Clsys sys K
3. Compute the maximum diagonal term i .e .  iV^-1 „ of the system to
ITlaX
approximate X_,v, the maximum eigenvalue.
i f l a X
n
j
0.954. Find the c r it ic a l time step, At
cr max
3.4.5 Irons' Method[28]
In this method a, bound on the highest eigenvalue is obtained by 
consideration of each element. Reference 28 proves that the highest 
system eigenvalue must always be less than the highest eigenvalue of the 
individual elements, i . e . ,
x^max^system < ^max^Individual Elements (3.28)
Hence, a sequence for estimating the c r it ic a l time step Atcr, is as 
follows:
1. Form element matrices [K]_ and [ClC C
2. Solve [ [K] -  \ . [C ]  ] = 0 fo r each element and choose the maximume i e
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eigenvalue ^ ax)»Element of 6,11 the elements*
2
3. Find the c r it ic a l time step, At = j r  »
niiax Element
One advantage of th is  method is that the analyst does not have to 
solve the eigenvalue problem of the whole system. Nonetheless, since 
the maximum eigenvalue of the individual elements is always greater than 
the maximum eigenvalue of the entire system (See Eq. (3 .28 )) the method 
may be too conservative as demonstrated in Table 1 for the shuttle wing 
section model.
For the transient thermal analysis of the shuttle wing section 
during reentry a ll of the above mentioned methods were used to estimate 
the c r itic a l time step Atc r . A comparison of the c r it ic a l time step 
estimates by the above methods for analyzing the transient models of the 
wing section discussed in Chap. 4 is presented in Table 1. Numerical 
experiments on the shuttle wing section models demonstrated that for 
AtcrM .0 seconds there is significant o sc illa to ry  solution behavior.
As mentioned e a rlie r  in th is section Myer's approach and Irons' approach 
show the results to be quite conservative while the system eigenvalue 
method and the SPAR approach predict reasonably good agreement for the 
time step estimates. However, since the system eigenvalue problem would 
be impractical for larger models because i t  involves solving a large 
matrix eigenvalue problem, the SPAR method based on estimating the 
maximum eigenvalue \_ _ v , is much less cumbersome than the other
Ilia X
methods while s t i l l  maintaining good agreement in predicting the
c r i t i c a l  time step At .r cr
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Table 1 Comparative c r itic a l time step estimates
Method C ritica l Time Step 
(Sec)
System Eigenvalue 7.77
Myer 2.11
SPAR 3.5
Irons 0.962
Numerical Experiment 4.0
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3.5 Consistent and Lumped Mass Matrices
E x p lic it f in ite  element schemes require a major approximation for 
the capacitance matrix [C ]. Methods based on "consistent mass" 
representation and im p lic it time integration schemes have been 
extensively studied and are available in lite ra tu re , [30 ,31]. However, 
methods based on diagonal mass representation and e x p lic it time 
integration schemes, besides severe s ta b ility  lim ita tions , s t i l l  o ffe r  
a ttrac tive  sim plifications by "capacity or mass lumping" of the time 
derivative terms. Furthermore, the need for solving large systems of 
coupled equations at each time step is completely eliminated. For 
computational purposes the process of lumping the mass or capacitance 
matrix is , however, more convenient and economical.
To achieve a viable e x p lic it  time integration scheme, a common 
f in ite  element mass lumping approach is employed wherein a ll terms of 
each row of the consistent mass matrix are added and the results are 
placed on the diagonal. For example, with N. representing the shape 
functions, the Galerkin method gives on an element level the lumped 
diagonal terms as follows:
Ci j  -  L  P “i V ve
n
C_., = E C,_. 
j= l
/  pN ( s N .) dv 
e j= l  J
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n
since
E N. = 1
j= l  J
C .. = f p N.dv n  Jv„H i e e
(3 .2 9 )
where C .. are the lumped diagonal terms in the capacitance matrix [C ].
Many researchers are currently using such matrices and showing
quite often some improvement in accuracy [32 ,33]. While i t  is easy to
devise a physically conceptual methodology for some simple f in ite
elements, i t  is not the case with higher order f in ite  elements. Mass
lumping according to Eq. (3.29) does not pose any d iff ic u lty  
n
when E N. = 1, where n is the number of nodes in the element. Some 
i= l 1
examples of these are the two-noded linear rod element, three-noded
triangular element, four-noded Lagrangian element, e tc ., which employ
n
polynomial shape functions with E N. of the element being equal to
i= l 1
un ity . However, serious problems do arise for six-noded triangular
elements, eight-noded serendipity elements, e tc ., and to those element 
n
types wherein E N. is not equal to unity (see Ref. 9 ). 
i= l 1
Reference 9 shows that for the higher order nodeless variable 
n
elements where E N. is  not equal to unity excellent results can be 
1=1 1
obtained with consistent masses and im p lic it time integration schemes.
In Chap. 5 are presented results of three-dimensional elements using the
nodeless variable concept in the TPS/Structure approach and with
consistent mass representation and im p lic it time integration. The
results using e x p lic it schemes with diagonal mass lumping are not
shown. The accuracy of the results with the im p lic it method are in
fa ir ly  good agreement. But, employing diagonal mass representation to
one-dimensional elements and two-dimensional elements suggested in
n
reference 9 and to three-dimensional elements with E N. is  not equal
i= l
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to unity (results of these are not presented), results show that the 
accuracy is destroyed when using the diagonal mass representation of Eq. 
(3.29) as opposed to using consistent mass representation. The main 
reason for the loss in accuracy for these elements may be due to the 
uncoupling of the nodal variables from the so-called nodeless variables 
present in these elements. The author has tried  in vain to obtain 
diagonal mass representations that give acceptable solution accuracy fo r  
these elements using the methods suggested in [32,33] and strongly feels  
that more work needs to be done, since s ign ifican t savings in computer 
time can be achieved using the nodeless variable concept with e x p lic it  
time integration schemes.
Several computer programs exist that have been used for analyzing 
the thermal-structural response of shuttle wing sections during 
reentry. A survey of the thermal analysis programs can be found in [34] 
and Appendix A b rie fly  discusses a few of the major programs employed in 
the shuttle thermal analysis.
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TPS/STRUCTURE THERMAL ANALYSIS APPROACH
This chapter develops improved thermal models of the TPS/Structural 
system which w ill eventually permit e ffective  analysis of complex 
structural configurations. The TPS/Structure f in ite  element approach 
focuses on developing new f in ite  element capability for more e ffic ie n tly  
modeling heat transfer in the thermal protection system (TPS). In it ia l  
effo rts  have concentrated on developing conduction TPS elements which 
have the capability to model both the sharply varying nonlinear 
temperature distributions through the TPS thickness due to aerodynamic 
heating and at the same time model the smoother but s t i l l  nonlinear 
variation of temperature at the TPS/Structural interface which occurs 
because of heat transfer in the adjoining structure. The formulation 
and development of quasi two-dimensional TPS/Structural thermal f in ite  
elements for steady state and transient cases are presented. The 
sequence of heat transfer analysis followed for analyzing the shuttle 
wing sections is discussed. For sim plicity in understanding the 
characteristics of the nevi? elements, a b rie f description of one and two 
dimensional thermal f in ite  elements that are customarily used in general 
purpose f in ite  element programs is f i r s t  presented.
4.1 Conventional Thermal F in ite  Elements
F in ite  element types wherein the dependent variable is assumed to 
vary lin early  between element nodes are herein termed "conventional
50
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f in ite  elements." Polynomials are generally used as interpolation  
functions to describe dependent variable variations within elements.
The one-dimensional rod element, the two-dimensional b ilin ea r four-noded 
element, and the three-dimensional eight-noded brick element are common 
examples of linear conventional f in i te  elements. A b rie f discussion of 
conventional one and two dimensional thermal f in ite  elements is given in 
this section.
In one-dimensional analysis the element dependent variable  
variation is  linear, and since there are two nodes with one degree of 
freedom at each node, the dependent variable variation can be expressed 
in the form,
<(> = ao + ajX (4.1)
where <|> denotes the dependent variable such as temperature in heat 
transfer analysis or displacement as in structural analysis, x is the 
local coordinate of a point within the element and aQ and a^  are
constants to be determined by imposing the conditions at the nodes,
(!> = ^  at x = 0
<t> = <|>2 at x = L (4 .2)
where <|>j, <j> 2  are the values at nodes 1 and 2 and L is  the length of the 
element length. Substituting the conditions in Eq. (4 .2 ) into Eq. (4 .1 ) 
gives the dependent variable variation within an element in the form,
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4> = (1 -  £> ^  + (£) <t>2 (4 .3 )
For heat transfer analysis, using T instead of <t> to denote the element 
temperature variation , we have
T = (1 -  £ )  Tj_ + (£) T2 ( 4 . 4 )
or in matrix form,
T -  [1  -  f  f ]  { }
'2
'1
= n2] { }
T2
= [N]{T} (4 .5 )
where N^, i = 1,2 are called the element interpolation functions and
T ., i = 1,2 are the nodal temperatures that are time dependent for 
transient analysis. The interpolation functions N., i = 1,2 satis fy  
the conditions,
N.= 1 a t node i (4 .6 )
= 0 at the other node
In some special cases, the element can provide exact solutions, and in 
addition, in some lim ited cases exact nodal values can also be
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attained. But, in general since most solutions are not lin ear in  
nature, several elements are required to approximate a sharply varying 
d istribu tio n . Fig. 8a shows the one-dimensional two-noded rod element 
in natural coordinates (local co-ordinates). In natural coordinates the 
element interpolation function matrix is given as,
N(e )U )  = CN1e(5) N2eU ) ]  (4.6a)
where
N1e(-1 ) = N2e( l )  = 1, 
and N ^ U )  = N2e (-1) = 0 ; (4.6b)
and as shown in Fig. 8b, the interpolation functions are given by,
N ^ U )  = \  (1 -  l )
N2eU ) = \  (1 + l )  (4.6c)
For two-dimensional analysis, the element temperature variation for 
a b ilin ear four-noded element is expressed in the form,
T = a0 + cijX + a2y + a3xy (4 .7)
where T is the temperature d istribution within an element for two
dimensions, x and y are the two spatial coordinates, and
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Tl
« -
T2 •
h * f  2
a) Element e, showing nodes 1,2 and the local 
co-ordi nate
------ r
—T
0  A
b) Linear shape junctions N-j (?) and N9 (?)
Fig. 8 Conventional one-dimensional two-noded rod element.
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V  a p  ag, and a  ^ are constants to be determined by imposing the 
conditions at the nodes. Following the same procedure as mentioned 
e a rlie r  for the one-dimensional case, the element temperature 
distribution for a b ilin ear four-noded element is expressed in the form,
where N^, i = 1, 4 are the element interpolation functions which are 
functions of the two spatial coordinates x and y, and T . , i = 1, 4 are 
the element nodal temperatures. Figure 9a shows a conventional four- 
noded element as a general quadrilateral shape. Since typical element 
matrices are in the form of integrals over the element volume or the 
boundary of the element, they are often d if f ic u lt  and cumbersome to 
evaluate. However, these integrations can be very much sim plified by 
transforming the general quadrilateral element shape from the cartesian 
coordinate system (x,y) to a natural coordinate system U ,n ) as shown in 
Fig. 9b. Transformation from one coordinate system to the other can be 
achieved using the relations,
T = [N1 N, N, N-]1 2 3 4 (4 .8 )
= [N]{T>
(4.9a)
4
y = s N. U ,n ) y. 
i-1  1 1
(4.9b)
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t >  X
a) Element in global co-ordinates
b) Element in natural co-ordinates
Fig. 9 Conventional four noded isoparametric element 
in global and natural co-ordinates.
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In the above, the interpolaton functions N ., i = 1,4 are given by
Nx = \ (1 -  S H I  -  ti) (4.10a)
N2 = \ (1 + C)( l  -  r,) (4.10b)
N3 = i  (1 + c ) ( l  + t,) (4.10c)
i  (1 -  c ) ( l  + n) ( 4 . 1 Od)
Equation (4.10) when substituted into Eq. (4 .9 ) results in what is known 
as an "isoparametric element" formulation, since the same shape 
functions are used for the dependent variable variation within an 
element and fo r the geometry. I t  is to be noted that the temperature 
variation is linear along a typical element edge and the magnitude of 
the dependent variable is  a function of the two corner nodes along that 
edge. Note that here also in the two-dimensional element e N. = 1, i =
1,4 thereby satisfying the constant derivative condition required for 
a ll isoparametric elements. Conditions such as continuity of 
temperature along element interfaces, convergence, etc. are a ll met by 
the four-noded b ilinear element. Care should be taken to ensure that 
these requirements are met whenever new f in ite  elements are developed. 
Details of geometric com patibility, continuity requirements, conver­
gence, e tc ., can be found in [37 ].
Once the interpolation functions are selected for the desired 
element type, the matrix equations can be derived from the governing 
d iffe re n tia l equations by the method of weighted residuals. Depending
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on the complexity of the element interpolation functions the matrices 
may be evaluated in closed form or they may require numerical 
integration. The most common numerical integration scheme that is 
adopted is the Gauss-Legendre method. The accuracy of th is numerical 
integration depends upon the number of Gauss points employed to evaluate
the various in tegrals . In general, the use of n Gauss points w ill
provide an exact integration for polynomials of order 2 n - l. For the 
four-noded element described above, two Gauss points in each coordinate 
direction w ill y ie ld  satisfactory results. After the element matrices 
are evaluated, typical element equations can then be written in the 
form,
[C]e{T> + [K]e(T> = (Q >e (4.11)
and, for an assembly of elements- using z  [Cl = [C ], z [Kl = [K],c 6
and z {Q}g = {Q}, Eq. (4.11) w ill then be of the form,
[C]{T} + [K]{T> = {Q} (4.12)
The above coupled, linear equations are solved by the time marching 
schemes mentioned in Chap. 3.
4.2 Heat Transfer Analysis for Shuttle Wing Sections
The thermal response of the shuttle wing sections during reentry 
was studied by the approach presented below and a ll computations were 
performed on the NASA-Langley CDC computer system.
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1. One-dimensional models were f i r s t  analyzed to study the general 
transient thermal behavior of the TPS using prescribed temperature 
heating on the exposed aerodynamic surface. This analysis provided 
insight into the transient behavior of the TPS and the number of 
elements required through the TPS thickness to predict the thermal 
response.
2. Two-dimensional models of a semi-bay, a fu ll-bay and a complete 
multi bay truss were analyzed using TPS/Structure elements and 
improved f in ite  element models. A three-dimensional model of a 
section of the wing torque box was also analyzed. Wherever 
possible, comparisons are made with refined conventional f in i te  
element results. The models were subjected to heating h istories  
characteristic  of the shuttle reentry aerodynamic temperatures.
3. Three-dimensional models of the wing section were analyzed using
improved f in ite  element models. Again, comparisons are made with 
refined conventional f in i te  element results.
4.3 One-Dimensional Analysis for TPS Characterization
A one-dimensional transient thermal model of the TPS is  analyzed in
th is  section to characterize the TPS thermal response and to determine
the optimum number of layers predicted fo r the fin ite-elem ent model 
thereby avoiding the use of excessive number of elements when larger 
models of the wing sections are analyzed. Typical conventional two- 
noded rod elements were employed in th is  study. A one-dimensional 
f in i te  element thermal model is shown in Fig. 10b for 11 elements 
through the TPS thickness. The analysis was also done using 15 and 19 
elements through the thickness of the TPS. The exposed surface of the
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TPS was subjected to the heating history shown in Fig. 17b. The thermal 
response for 11, 15 and 19 elements models through the TPS thickness is 
shown in Fig. 10c for t  = 300 s and t  = 1000 s. I t  can be seen from 
Fig. 10c that there is no appreciable difference using 11, 15 or 19 
layers. For the lower aerodynamic surface of the wing where the TPS 
thickness is approximately twice the size of the TPS thickness in the 
upper aerodynamic surface the peak structural temperature difference 
using 11, 15 and 19 elements through the thickness of the TPS was found 
to be within one to two percent. Hence, for modeling purposes for the 
lower aerodynamic surface 10-11 layers was considered adequate.
In the sections to follow the THS/Structure f in ite  element approach 
is illu s tra te d  by applications u tiliz in g  new TPS elements for thermal 
analysis of various wing sections. To i llu s tra te  the concept of the 
TPS/Structure thermal-structural analysis approach the f in ite  element 
matrices representing the TPS/Structure elements are developed. A 
unique feature of the approach is combining the TPS and the adjoining 
structural member into a single element and using temperature variations  
derived from the solutions to the coupled system to compute the element 
conductance matrices, heat load vectors and equivalent thermal forces. 
Details of the f in i t e  element methodology of the TPS/Structure elements, 
improved f in ite  element models and results of seyeral other models are 
presented in the sections to follow.
4.4 Quasi Two-Dimensional TPS/Structure Thermal F in ite  Elements
In th is section, an exact quasi two-dimensional element is 
formulated. The element interpolation functions are derived from 
solutions to the coupled d iffe re n tia l equations governing the TPS and
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Fig. 10 One-dimensional f i n i t e  element t ran s ien t  analysis o f  
sh u t t le  TPS (continued).
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Fig. 10 One-dimensional f in ite  element transient analysis o f 
shuttle TPS (concluded).
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adjoining structure. The element formulated herein has several 
advantages fo r e ff ic ie n tly  analyzing the thermal response of the space 
shuttle wing sections. Further details and characteristics of the 
element are presented in the following sections, and f in a lly , the 
benefits of the approach are illu s tra te d  by comparing the results with 
those of conventional f in ite  elements (such as those discussed in Sec.
4.1 of this chapter) for various models of the shuttle wing section.
4.4.1 Exact Quasi Two-Dimensional F in ite  Element Formulation
In f in i te  element analysis a topic of importance is the selection 
of particu lar f in ite  elements and the defin ition  of the appropriate 
interpolation functions within each element. Once the unknown variable 
has been expressed in terms of appropriate nodal parameters and 
interpolation functions, the derivation of the element equations and 
matrices by any of the approaches mentioned e a r lie r  is  straight 
forward. I t  is  important to rea lize  that the interpolating functions 
cannot be chosen a rb itra r ily , rather, continuity requirements must be 
met to guarantee convergence c r ite r ia  and this varies from one problem 
to another. Furthermore, interelement com patibility is also 
necessary. The exact quasi two-dimensional f in ite  element presented is 
an example of new f in ite  element capability under development with 
support of NASA for improved modeling of heat transfer in aerospace 
structures enclosed with thermal protection systems. The geometry and 
terminology fo r the quasi two-dimensional element are shown in Fig.
11. The element has four nodes I ,  J, K and L. The element length 
is  £, and the element height is b, where b represents the thickness of 
the TPS for steady-state analysis.
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Fig. 11 Quasi two-dimensional conduction f in ite  element for a 
structure with thermal protection system (TPS).
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The element shown in Fig. 11 has four unknown temperatures at nodes 
I ,  J , K and L. Details of the element formulation is presented in the 
next section. The use of the quasi two-dimensional element for steady- 
state analysis predicts the exact nonlinear variation in temperature at 
the TPS/Structural interface ( i .e .  along nodes I ,J ) .  Since the 
temperature variation along the adjoining structural member is  exact the 
corresponding thermal stress in such members is exact also. The f in i te  
element equations for the element are derived from the governing heat 
conduction equations of the combined system using the method of weighted 
residuals (MWR). For steady-state analysis, the equations for a typical 
element are
[K ]e{T}e = (Q>e (4.13)
where [K] = J [B]T[k][B]dv (4.14a)
e e
and {Q}g = /  q {N} ds (4.14b)
s
are the element conduction stiffness matrix and heat load vectors 
respectively, and the integrations take place over the volume vg of 
the element and the surface s for the aerodynamic heating q. A ll the 
thermal parameters may be temperature dependent in general but for 
sim plicity are taken constant herein.
4 .4 .2  Governing Equations
In Fig. 12 is  shown a representative section of the TPS and 
supporting structure with the TPS f in i te  element (nodes I ,  J, K and
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L). Aerodynamic heating on the exposed surface of the TPS is conducted 
through the thickness of the TPS and is transferred nonuniformly to the 
supporting structural member where i t  is  conducted along the length of 
the structural member to the adjoining connecting members. For steady- 
state heat transfer, energy balances on small segments of the TPS and 
attached structure give the governing d iffe re n tia l equations for the 
temperature distributions TT(x,y) and Tg(x) for the TPS and structure, 
respectively.
TPS:
h  (kTx " S 1' + b  (kTy " * T >  = 0  <4 - 15a>
Structure:
9 /,. . 8TSi , ,, 8TTk  <ks As v r1 ■ kTy “ I T  <*•»> (4 - 15b>
In the above coupled TPS-Structure equations, kTx is the TPS thermal 
conductivity in the x-d irection , is the TPS thermal conductivity
in the y -d irec tio n , kg is the thermal conductivity of the structural 
member, and Ag is  the cross-sectional area of the structural member. 
The boundary conditions for the coupled equations (4.15) consists of 
specifying the heating or temperature on the aerodynamic surface of the 
TPS.
4 .4 .3  Interpolation Functions
Detailed studies of heat transfer analysis in the TPS have shown 
that the heat flux in the x-direction of the TPS (see Fig. 11) is small 
in comparison to the y-d irection  and therefore can be neglected. This
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assumption makes I t  possible to obtain a closed-form solution to the 
coupled equations (4 .1 5 ), wherein the boundary conditions used in the 
solution of the governing equations specify a linear variation of 
temperature on the exposed TPS surface and continuity of temperature at 
the TPS and structure interface:
Using the boundary conditions, Eq. (4 .1 6 ), the solution to the coupled 
TPS/Structure equations (4.15) is obtained as:
Tr<x,b) = t k ( f )  ♦ t l  o  -  f> (4.16a)
Ty(x,o) = Tg(x) (4.16b)
Ts(x = 0) = Tj (4.16c)
(4.16d)
TPS:
(4.17a)
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Structure:
V x> = Cci  -  - q  h
1 -  £  t  - 1  S -  c , ]
a s0  1  1
(4.17b)
where c-| = cosh(mx)
Cg = cosh(mji)
= sinh(mx)
S2  = sinh(iM)
k j W v
and m -  ( ^  ) 2
s s
From the above analytical solution Eq. (4 .1 7 ), the TPS and structure 
f in ite  element interpolation functions [Ny] and [N ] can be expressed in 
terms of temperatures at nodes I through J. That is , the element 
interpolation functions can be expressed in the form,
TPS:
Tyfx.y) = [N y (x ,y ) ] {T }  (4.18a)
Structure:
Ts(x) = [Ns(x)]{T>  (4.18b)
where [N y (x ,y )]  and [Ns(x ) ]  denote the interpolation functions for the
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TPS and structure, respectively, and {T} denotes the vector of element 
nodal temperatures. Notice that Ts (x) is a function of a ll the four 
nodal temperatures of the element. As seen from Eqs. (4 .1 7 -4 .18 ), the 
interpolation functions are combinations of polynomials in x and y and 
hyperbolic functions of x which arise in the solutions to the coupled 
d iffe re n tia l equations (4 .15):
[NT] -  [ ( i  -  £)<c, -  ^  s1 ) < , - * ) ( £ )  i f
0 - f )[1 - 1 + i f  si  - ^  + n - £ > £
w s] ■ [ ,c i  ■ i f $i ’ (i >  ' f - J 1 » - f * ez j - ci »  <4 -i9b»
where the various symbols have been defined e a r lie r  in Eq. (4 .17c). Note 
that in [ N y ]  the interpolation functions N ., i = 1,4 are equal to unity 
at node i ,  and zero at any other node. But in CNg3, N3  and N^  are zero 
at a ll the four nodes and hence do not behave as conventional 
interpolation functions.(See Eqs. (4 .1 0 )).
4 .4 .4  F in ite  Element Matrices
After the element interpolation functions are obtained namely, [Ny] 
and [Ns] ,  the corresponding element matrices can be formulated.
Following the method of weighted residuals the f in i te  element matrices 
fo r the coupled Eqs. (4.15) are derived as,
TPS:
[Ky]{Ty> + [KygHTy} = {Q} (4.20a)
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where
and
Structure:
where
and
b l  6 Nt  5Nt
= /  /  kTy W { ^ } [ ^ ] d x  dy (4.20b)
[Ktb] = JskTy W {Nt > [NT]dx dy (4.20c)
[Ks]{T s} + CKsb]{T t } = { } (4.21a)
Q2
X T
[Ks] = /  ks As [Bs] '[B s]dx (4.21b)
x mT
[Ksb] = /  kTy W { M ^ C ^ I l^ d x  (4.21c)
The interpolation functions in Eq. (4.19) are used to evaluate the quasi 
two-dimensional element matrices given in Eqs. (4 .2 0 -4 .2 1 ). The element 
matrices may be evaluated numerically for quadrilateral shapes or 
evaluated exp lic ity  for rectangular shapes. When evaluated e x p lic it ly ,  
the element is exact within of course, the assumptions leading to the 
mathematical model. As mentioned e a r lie r , since the element is 
formulated from the exact interpolation functions, when used for steady- 
state heat transfer with appropriate boundary conditions i t  predicts 
exact nodal temperatures and the exact temperature d istribution within 
the TPS and the TPS/Structure in terface. The corresponding thermal 
stresses w ill also be exact for the structural member adjoining the
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TPS. Note that the coupling of the TPS and adjoining structure is via 
the variable m in Eq. (4.17c) and the structural temperature variation  
Tg(x) which is  function of the TPS nodal temperatures.
In the results to be presented in the section that follows only the 
quasi two-dimensional element is used to model the TPS and adjoining 
structure. Comparative results to be presented show th is element to be 
very effective for steady state analysis. Details of the transient 
analysis are presented in Sec. 4.6 la te r  in this chapter.
4.5 Applications of Exact Quasi Two-Dimensional Element to Thermal 
Models of Shuttle Wing Section.
The performance of the quasi two-dimensional element is 
demonstrated by analyzing a two-dimensional TPS/Structural model 
representative of the shuttle wing section. The effectiveness of the 
approach is evaluated by comparison with solutions based on a refined 
mesh of conventional f in ite  elements. The model analyzed is based on 
dimensions and properties representative of the shuttle wing truss. A 
thermal model of conventional two-dimensional conduction elements is  
shown for a semi-bay model of the wing section in Fig. 13a. One­
dimensional two-node rod elements represent conduction in the 
structure. The corresponding thermal model with one quasi two- 
dimensional element (note that the quasi two-dimensional element which 
is  composed of the TPS and the structural member spans the entire length 
of the semi-bay) for the semi-bay is also shown in Fig. 13a.
4 .5 .1  Semi-Bay Model
A semi-bay model consisting of three truss members and a section of 
the TPS is analyzed using conventional and quasi two-dimensional element 
models as shown in Fig. 13a. The bottom exposed portion of the thermal
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Fig. 13 Conventional and exact element conduction analyses 
of a structure with thermal protection system (TPS).
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protection system has a specified temperature of 2000°R and the top and 
bottom ends of typical structural members have specified temperature of 
530°R. In i t ia l ly  the entire system is at 530°R. The steady-state 
response of the semi-bay model was f ir s t  computed using 50 conventional 
b ilin ear quadrilateral elements and ten two-noded rod elements for the 
TPS and the adjoining structural member. Next, the response was 
computed using one quasi two-dimensional element for the TPS and 
supporting structure. The refined mesh of conventional elements 
required solving 62 equations while the quasi two-dimensional element 
model required solving only six equations. A comparison of conventional 
and exact element solutions for the adjoining structural member (also  
called as rib  cap) temperature variation is shown in Fig. 13b. I t  is to 
be noted that since the quasi two-dimensional element is formulated 
using interpolating functions based on closed form solutions to the 
governing coupled heat transfer equations (4 .1 5 ), i t  gives the exact 
solution. I t  is found that as the conventional mesh is refined further 
the solution approaches that predicted by the quasi two-dimensional 
element.
At this juncture i t  is worth mentioning that the conventional model 
requires a refined mesh so that the aerodynamic heating that occurs on 
the exposed TPS surface when conducted through the thickness of the TPS 
is re a lis t ic a lly  distributed across the adjoining structural member. In 
other words, one conventional element cannot be used to span the entire  
length of the semi-bay as is the case with the quasi two-dimensional 
element to predict the nonlinear distribution of temperature in the 
structural member. For the conventional model, the actual structural 
temperature distribution is represented by several linear approximations 
across the semi-bay. However, the quasi two-dimensional model requires
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only one element to span the semi-bay and is s t i l l  capable of predicting  
the exact structural temperature d istribu tion . Thus i t  can be clearly  
seen that for the simple case of steady state heat transfer, the concept 
of the quasi two-dimensional element greatly reduces the model size and 
consequently the computing time involved.
Furthermore, another advantage of the element is that i t  is 
compatible with the structural model for subsequent structural 
analysis. In summary, a combined thermal-structural analysis using the 
quasi two-dimensional element is characterized by: ( 1 ) thermal and
structural f in ite  elements formulated with a common geometric 
discretization  with each element formulated to sort the needs of th e ir  
respective analysis, ( 2 ) thermal and structural f in ite  elements are 
fu lly  compatible, and (3) the equivalent thermal forces which are based 
upon the consistent f in ite  element force vector computed by Eq. (3.14) 
in Chap. 3.
4.6 TPS F in ite  Elements for Linear Transient Analysis of 
Shuttle Wing Sections
4.6.1 Transient Heat Transfer Formulation
In the preceeding section the concept of exact quasi two- 
dimensional element was developed for steady-state analysis. The exact 
element temperature interpolation functions were formulated in closed 
form based upon solving the governing coupled heat transfer equations 
that were obtained from energy balance of the TPS and structure 
system. In general, for transient analysis, exact element temperature 
interpolation functions cannot be obtained in closed form since the 
general solutions to governing transient coupled or uncoupled equations 
are in the form of in f in ite  series. Nonetheless; improved transient
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temperature solutions can s t i l l  be obtained with the aid of the closed 
form steady-state solutions as w ill be demonstrated in this section.
Recall that in steady-state analysis, f in ite  element temperature 
distributions are functions of only the spatial coordinates, but for 
transient analysis they are now functions of both space and time. Since 
the transient response may approach exact steady-state solutions as time 
increases, the use of the exact steady-state element interpolation  
functions for transient analysis may s t i l l ,  however, provide better 
accuracy than using linear conventional interpolation functions. For 
transient analysis, typical element equations w ill now possess the form,
[C]e{T}e + [K]e{T}e = {Q}e (4.22)
where {T }g and {T>e are vectors of element time dependent nodal 
temperatures and rate of change of the time dependent nodal temperatures 
respectively. The matrix [K ]g represents the element stiffness matrix 
due to conduction and the vector {Q}g represents the element heat load 
vector. Both have the same interpretation as described for steady-state  
analysis. The additional matrix [C ]g is the element capacitance or 
mass matrix and is  defined by
ECl0  = L  pc{N}[N]dv (4.23)e ve e
where p is  the density, c is the specific heat, vg is the element 
volume, and [N] are a row matrix of typical element interpolation  
functions which are functions of spatial coordinates only. As described 
in section of Chap. 3, the capacitance matrix [C] may be either lumped 
or consistent.
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4.6 .2  TPS F in ite  Elements
Two f in ite  element models for a TPS are shown in Fig. 14. Both of 
these elements have four nodes; nodes I and J connect the TPS elements 
to the structure, and nodes L and K l ie  on the aerodynamic surface. The 
element length is % and the element height is h where h represents the 
thickness of the TPS. The elements are made up of layers of sub­
elements through the TPS thickness; the dotted lines in Fig. 14 
represent sub-element interfaces. The elements shown have 11 sub­
elements although the number of sub-elements required to represent 
temperature variations in the y direction accurately depends on the TPS 
thickness. As described in Sec. 4.3 a one dimensional thermal model of 
the TPS and structure was used to determine the optimum number of TPS 
layers within an element. For the lower aerodynamic surface of the wing 
where the TPS thickness is approximately twice the size of the TPS 
thickness than on the upper aerodynamic surface the peak structural 
temperature difference using 11, 15 and 19 layers was found to be within 
one to two percent. Hence, for modeling purposes 10-11 layers was 
considered rather quite adequate for the lower aerodynamic surface.
The TPS element shown in Fig. 14a has four unknown temperatures at 
nodes I ,  J, K, L and 20 in te r io r  unknown temperatures at the corners of 
the sub-elements. Each of the eleven conduction sub-elements employs 
the b ilin e a r temperature d istribution used in conventional rectangular 
f in ite  elements. Because of the large number of unknowns through the 
thickness h, a very sharply varying nonlinear temperature d istribution  
can be represented, but the element permits only a linear temperature 
variation in the x-direction. The linear temperature in the x-direction  
was assumed to make the TPS element compatible with conventional 
conduction elements that are used to model structural heat transfer.
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The TPS/Structural element shown in Fig. 14b also has four unknown 
nodal temperatures at nodes I ,  J, K, L and 20 in te rio r unknown 
temperatures. The element employs ten conduction sub-elements with 
b ilin e a r temperature distributions and one TPS/interface sub-element. 
The TPS/interface sub-element represents heat transfer in the thermal 
"boundary-layer" at the TPS/Structure interface or represents heat 
transfer in a thin layer of the TPS and, in addition, conduction in the 
supporting structure shown by the heavy lin e  in Fig. 14b. Further 
details  of the TPS/interface element w ill be given in the next 
section. The use of the TPS/interface sub-element permits the 
TPS/Structure element shown in Fig. 14b to represent a sharp variation  
of temperature through the TPS thickness and a non-linear variation  of 
temperature at the TPS/Structural interface simultaneously.
The f in i t e  element equations for the TPS f in i te  elements are 
derived from the governing transient heat conduction equations by the 
method of weighted residuals. For transient thermal analysis, the 
equations fo r a typical element are,
where the element matrices are assembled from contributions of the sub-
[ c y r > e ♦ [ K ]e ( T ) e -  ( Q )e (4.24)
elements
n
[C]e = s [C] (4.25a)
n
[ K ] e = E [K] (4.25b)
n
{Q)e = E {Q} (4.25c)
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where n denotes the number of sub-elements and in general, may be 
arb itrary . The sub-element matrices are given by
[C] = /  p c {N}[N]dv (4.26a)
e e
[K] = J [B]T[K][B]dv (4.26b)
e
(Q> = /  q (N}ds (4.26c)
s
where integration takes place over the volume v of the sub-element and
0
the surface s fo r the aerodynamic heating q. A ll the thermal 
parameters may be temperature dependent in general but for sim plicity  
are assumed constant herein.
Element matrices for the conduction sub-elements are based on the 
bilinear interpolation functions for a four-node plane element s im ilar  
to the one mentioned ea rlie r  in th is chapter, but with interpolation  
functions of the form
[N] = [(1 -5 ) (1—n) d-T]) 5(1-5) 5n ( l-5 )n ]  (4.27)
where 5 , r) denotes non-dimensional element local coordinates. These 
sub-elements may be e ither rectangular or quadrilateral in shape. 
Rectangular sub-elements have been selected because the element 
matrices, Eqs. (4 .2 6 ), can be evaluated in closed form thereby avoiding 
the computational expense of Gauss integration customarily used in 
isoparametric quadilateral elements.
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4 .6 .3  TPS/interface Elements and Governing Equations
Figure 15 describes p ic to ria lly  a typ ica lly  TPS/interface sub­
element heat transfer model. Aerodynamic heating is conducted normally 
through the thickness of the thermal protection system and is 
transferred to the sub-element through nodes 3 and 4. The heat from the 
bottom of the thermal protection system is  transferred non-uniformly to 
the structural member where i t  is conducted along its  length. For 
unsteady heat transfer on energy balance on a small segment of the 
thermal protection system and attached structure gives the two- 
dimensional governing d iffe ren tia l equations for the temperature 
d istribution  TT (x ,y ,t )  and Ts(x ,t ) ,  where TT(x ,y ,t )  and Ts(x ,t )  are the 
temperature distributions in the TPS and structure, respectively.
TPS:
2 2 9 Tt 9 Tt 9Tt
kTXW + kTyW = PTCTW at-  (4 *28)
Structure:
2
9 T 5T dT
KsAs ^ 1 + ';Ty"wI t x -0> s V A i r  l4-29)
In the above coupled TPS/Structure equations, kTx is the TPS thermal 
conductivity in the x-d irection , k ^  is the TPS thermal conductivity in 
the y -d irec tion , kg is the thermal conductivity of the structural 
member, p^ . and pg are the densities of the TPS and structural members 
respectively, and cT and c$ are the specific heats of the TPS and 
structural members repsectively. The boundary conditions for the above 
consists in specifying time dependent heating or temperature on the 
aerodynamic surface of the TPS.
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Fig. 15 TPS/Structure interface element.
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4 .6 .4  Interpolation Functions
Heat transfer in the x-direction in the TPS is small in comparison 
to the heat transfer in the y-d irection  and is neglected as mentioned in 
Sec. 4 .4 .3 , of this chapter. This assumption permits an analytic  
solution to the steady-state form of the Eqs. (15) and as shown in Sec.
4 .4 .3  is  given by Eqs. (4 .1 7 ). For transient heat transfer analysis, 
the same interpolation functions given by Eqs. (4.19) fo r steady state  
analysis were used. Thus fo r the coupled transient Eqs. (4.28) the TPS 
and structural temperature variations are of the form,
where now the nodal temperatures are functions of time. Notice that the 
interpolation function in Eqs. (4.30) are functions of only the spatial 
coordinates for transient analysis and are given by Eqs. (4.19) where 
the element length x. replaces the parameter a .
4 .6 .5  F in ite  Element Thermal Matrices
Once the element interpolation functions [Ny] and [Ns] fo r the
TPS:
T y (x ,y ,t)  =
(4.30a)
Structure:
Tx (x ,t )  =
Tx ( t )
T2 ( t )
T - ( t )
T4 ( t )
(4.30b)
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transient analysis have been obtained the corresponding element matrices 
can now be formulated. Following the method of weighted residuals the 
f in ite  element matrices fo r the coupled Eqs. (4.28) are derived as,
TPS:
^2
[Ct ]{Tt } + [Kt ]{Tt > + [Ktb ]{Tt } = }  Q3  (  (4.32a)
Q/i
where
Structure:
where
b JL
CCT] = /  /  pTcTW{NT}[NT]dx dy (4.32b)
o o
b JL 5Nt  5Nt  
[ K t 3  = I  o k Tyw {ay }C ay ]d x  dy { 4 ‘ 3 2 c )
[KTB] = /s kTyW{NT}[NT]dxdy (4.32d)
[C$]{T s} + [K$]{T S} + [Ksb](T t } = j qM (4.33a)
JL
CCS] = /  pscs(Ns}[Ns]dx (4.33b)
0
JL
r
0
 _
[K$] = /  ksAs[Bs] '[B s3dx (4.33c)
JL aNT
=  ^ kTy^^S^ay~^y=Odx (4.33d)
The interpolation functions based on Eq. (4.30) are used to evaluate the
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TPS/Interface sub-element matrices given in Eqs. (4 .32 -4 .33 ). Sub­
element matrices were obtained in closed-form by analytica lly  evaluating 
the in tegra ls . In Appendix B are presented the TPS/Structure interface  
element conductance and capacitance matrices respectively.
As mentioned in Sec. 4 .4 .1 , the TPS/interface sub-element when used 
for steady-state heat transfer with appropriate boundary conditions 
predicts exact nodal temperatures and the exact temperature d istribution  
within the TPS and structure. For unsteady state heat transfer, the 
sub-element predicts approximate nodal and element temperature 
distributions but with accuracy corresponding to higher-o^-ier polynomial 
functions. An alternate approach could be the use of a quadratic or 
cubic variation of temperature along the structural member, but care 
should be taken to see that i f  compability of thermal and structural 
models is to be preserved that any additional in te rio r nodes w ill not 
cause d issim ilar thermal and structural models because of several 
disadvantages mentioned and Sec. 4.5.1 of th is chapter. An advantage of 
the TPS f in i te  element approach mentioned in this chapter is that the
TPS structural element is d irectly  compatible with the structural
elements used in thermal stress analysis. To fa c ili ta te  the thermal- 
stress analysis, the structural equivalent thermal force can be 
calculated from
F *
FT( t )  = ^ /  [Ts (x ,t )  -  Tr e f ]dx (4.34)
where Ts (x ,t )  is given by Eq. (4.30b) with time dependent nodal
temperatures and T is the reference temperature for zero thermal 
force.
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4.7 Applications of TPS F in ite Elements to 
Thermal Structural Analysis of Shuttle Wing Structure
The performance of the f in i te  element TPS/Structural thermal - 
structural analysis approach is demonstrated by analyzing three two- 
dimensional TPS/Structural models. In addition a three-dimensional 
model of the wing section is also analyzed. Where possible, the 
effectiveness of the approach is evaluated by comparison with solutions 
based on a refined mesh of conventional f in ite  elements. The models 
analyzed are based on dimensions, properties and heating histories  
representative of the space shuttle wing sections. The models employed 
are for: (1) a semi-bay, (2) a complete bay, (3) a complete multi-bay
truss, and (4) the thermal-structural analysis of a three-dimensional 
model of the wing torque box section. The multi-bay v/ing truss which 
consists of four bays is shown in Fig. 16. A thermal model of 
conventional two-dimensional conduction elements is shown for one semi- 
bay in Fig. 16a. One dimensional two-node rod elements represent 
conduction in the structure. The corresponding thermal model with one 
TPS/Structural element (Fig. 14b) for a semi-bay is shown in Fig. 16b. 
Reentry heating for: (1) the semi-bay model, (2) the complete bay
model, and (3) the multi-bay wing truss model is represented by 
specified temperature histories (F ig . 17) on the aerodynamic surfaces 
which is representative of shuttle reentry aerodynamic heating 
conditions. The temperature heating histories for the three-dimensional 
model of the wing structure is shown in Fig. 18.
Radiation heat exchanges are neglected, and the linear transient 
equations are solved either by an im p lic it Crank-Nicholson algorithm 
with consistent capacitance matrices defined by Eq. (4.26a) or by an
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SYSTEM
STRUCTURE
a) Typical de ta i led  conventional thermal model
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UPPER AERODYNAMIC SURFACE
LOWER AERODYNAMIC SURFACE
TT (x,y,t)
b) Typical TPS element thermal model
Fig. 16 Comparison o f  conventional and TPS element models o f  wing section .
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Fig. 17 Prescribed aerodynamic temperature h istories .
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Fig. 18 Prescribed aerodynamic temperature h istories .
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e x p lic it  Euler algorithm. The e x p lic it algorithm uses lumped capaci­
tance matrices computed by "lumping" the consistent matrix along the 
diagonal and setting the off-diagonal terms equal to zero. For a ll 
computations, the im p lic it algorithm used a time step of 50 seconds and 
the e x p lic it  algorithm used a time step of 4 seconds. The e x p lic it  
algorithm is used in a special code developed for TPS elements (see 
Appendix A) that allows the user to input only TPS element nodal data 
thereby greatly reducing input data preparation.
4.7.1 Semi-Bay Model
A semi-bay model consisting of four truss members and a section of 
the TPS is analyzed using conventional and TPS/Structural element 
models. The thermal response of the semi-bay model was f ir s t  computed 
using a refined mesh of 1 1 0  conventional quadrilateral elements with 1 1  
element layers through the TPS thickness, and 13 rod elements (10 
elements along the structural member interfacing the TPS and 3 elements 
for the remaining structural members) using the im p lic it Crank-Nicholson 
transient algorithm. Next, the response was also computed with one 
TPS/Structural element (which includes the TPS and the adjoining 
structural member) and three rod elements using both the Crank-Nicholson 
im p lic it  algorithm and the Euler e x p lic it algorithm. The refined mesh 
of conventional elements required solving 132 equations, and the 
TPS/Structural element model required solving 24 equations. The semi- 
bay transient thermal response is presented in Figs. 19a and 19b.
The transient temperature distributions through the TPS thickness 
at 300 s, 500 s and 1000 s are shown in Fig. 19a. The results show 
excellent agreement and demonstrate that the TPS/Structural element is
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Fig. 19 Thermal response o f a semi-bay model (continued)
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Fig. 19 Thermal response of a semi-bay model (concluded).
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capable of representing the thickness temperature variations quite  
accurately, and there is no significant degradation of accuracy 
introduced by the lumped capacitance matrices employed in the e x p lic it  
algorithm. The temperature distributions in the horizontal truss member 
supporting the TPS are shown in Fig. 19b a t t  = 3000 s. Structural 
temperatures are a maximum at this time which is close to the shuttle  
touchdown. Temperatures computed by the TPS/Structural element with 
either the im p lic it or e x p lic it  algorithm show good agreement with the 
conventional refined mesh solution. The member center temperature is  
underestimated s lig h tly , and the member end temperatures are 
overestimated for t  = 3000 s. Member temperatures predicted by the 
e x p lic it algorithm show the largest difference. However, for thermal- 
stress analysis, these differences are not s ig n ifican t since structural 
member thermal forces depend on the average member temperature as 
indicated by the temperature integral that appears in the thermal force, 
Eq. (4 .3 4 ). The truss member thermal force histories shown in Fig. 19c 
show excellent agreement through the response verify ing that the average 
member temperatures are predicted s a tis fa c to rily .
The semi-bay model validated the basic capability  of the 
TPS/Structural element and established that the e x p lic it  algorithm can 
be used only with an ins ign ifican t loss in accuracy. The e x p lic it  
algorithm offers s ig n ifican t savings in computer time that w ill be 
demonstrated in the fu ll-b ay  model.
4.7.2 Full-Bay Model
A fu ll-bay  model consisting of five  truss members and the TPS on 
the upper and lower wing surfaces was analyzed using discretizations
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sim ilar to those used in the semi-bay model. The conventional element 
model used 220 quadrilateral elements and 23 rod elements; the TPS 
element model used two TPS/Structural elements and only three rod 
elements. The conventional model for the fu ll-bay  model required 
solving 264 equations, and the TPS element model required solving only 
48 equations. Aerodynamic heating on the upper and lower aerodynamic 
surfaces were represented by the specified temperature histories shown 
in Fig. 17. The fu ll-bay transient response is presented in Figs. 20a 
and 2 0 b.
The transient thermal response at two points on the upper and lower 
wing TPS/Structure interfaces is shown in Fig. 20a. Temperature 
histories predicted by the simpler TPS element model show excellent 
agreement with the response predicted by the refined mesh of 
conventional elements. The conventional model was analyzed using the 
im p lic it algorithm and the TPS element model used the e x p lic it  
algorithm. Since the results of the semi-bay model discussed in Sec. 
4.7.1 had validated the basic capability  of the TPS/Structural element, 
the e x p lic it  algorithm was used for the analysis of the fu ll-bay  
model. Thermal force histories fo r the horizontal truss members are 
compared in Fig. 20c. As in the semi-bay model, the excellent agreement 
for the thermal force histories demonstrates that the TPS/Structural 
element predicts average member temperatures very w ell.
The transient solution of 264 equations in the conventional model 
by the im p lic it algorithm required 260 CPU seconds; the transient 
solution of 48 equations in the TPS model by the e x p lic it  algorithm 
required 105 CPU seconds. The reduction in computer time offered by the
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TPS elements with the e x p lic it  algorithm is signficant because i t  means 
that the approach can be used to analyze multi-bay structures 
e ff ic ie n t ly . In addition, although the results presented here neglect 
temperature-dependent properties and radiation heat transfer, these 
nonlinear effects can be included in the e x p lic it  algorithm without a 
great increase in computer time in comparison to an im p lic it algorithm.
4 .7 .3  Complete Wing Truss Model
To demonstrate the effic iency of the TPS/Structural f in i te  element 
approach for a multi-bay model, the complete truss was thermally and 
structura lly  analyzed. Based on previous experience, a solution with a 
refined conventional f in ite  element model (1056 nodes and 969 elements) 
is  estimated to require about a minimum of 750 CPU seconds. Because of 
the large estimated cost of the conventional analysis and the good 
agreement demonstrated previously for both the semi-bay and fu ll-bay  
model of the shuttle wing section, the complete truss was analyzed using 
only the TPS f in ite  element approach.
The complete truss thermal model has 20 nodes, eight TPS/Structural 
elements and nine rod elements. For the transient thermal analysis of 
th is  four-bay model, 1 2 0  equations were solved by the e x p lic it  
algorithm. The thermal analysis required 155 CPS seconds of computer 
time.
Temperature distributions along the upper and lower horizontal 
truss members are shown in Fig. 21 at two times in the transient 
response; namely, for t  = 1500 s and t  = 3100 s. The "scalloped" shape 
of these distributions occurs because of conduction heat transfer
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Fig. 21 Thermal-structural response of wing truss.
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through the in te rio r truss members. Early in the response, the 
horizontal truss members have higher temperatures near their centers 
because of aerodynamic heating conducted through the TPS, but the 
in te rio r truss members act as heat sinks causing the horizontal member 
temperatures to drop a t jo in ts . Later in the response, a fter 
aerodynamic heating has diminished, conduction heat transfer through the 
in te rio r truss members causes the jo in t temperatures on the upper 
structural members to rise above the member center temperatures yielding  
the inverted scalloped temperature d is trib u tio n . The scalloped shapes 
of temperature d istributions at the early times in the response were 
predicted in reference [14] and agree well with the shuttle f l ig h t  
data. However, the inverted scalloped d istribution  at la te r times was 
not predicted because of radiation heating of the upper surface by the 
hotter lower surface. The present analysis has neglected any effects of 
radiation heat transfer.
The structural model (without the TPS) represented the truss with 
17 two-noded structural rod elements. The structural response due to 
the thermal load was computed every 1 0 0  s in the response, that is , as a 
set of linear quasi-static analyses. The quasi-static  structural 
analysis with 20 unknown displacements required 5 CPU seconds. The 
re la tive ly  high computer time required for the thermal analysis compared 
to the structural analysis illu s tra tes  the importance of an e ffic ie n t  
thermal analysis. The thermal-structural response of the truss is 
presented in Fig. 22. The truss is free to expand, and the results show 
that the maximum displacements occur near shuttle touchdown at 3000 s. 
Maximum elongations occur on the lower horizontal members of the truss
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Fig. 22 Structural response of wing truss.
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which experience the highest stresses.
4 .7 .4  Three Dimensional Model of a Section of the Wing Torque Box
To further demonstrate the usefulness of the TPS/Structure f in i te  
element approach, a sim plified three dimensional model of a section of 
the shuttle wing structure was analyzed both thermally and structurally  
for a transient reentry duration of 3000 s. Figure 23 shows the three- 
dimensional model (TPS not shown). Top and bottom surfaces of the 
thermal protection system are subjected to unsymmetrical, nonuniform 
time-dependent aerodynamic heating. These heating histories are shown 
in Fig. 18. Based on previous experience, a solution with a refined  
conventional f in i te  element model (having approximately 1 0 , 0 0 0  nodes and
8,000 elements) is estimated to require over 40 minutes CPU time which 
is almost im practical. Because of these excessive computational costs 
of the conventional analysis and the good agreement demonstrated 
previously, th is particu lar model was analyzed using only the TPS 
element approach. The entire three dimensional thermal model has 
approximately 84 nodes, 28 TPS/Structural elements and 84 rod 
elements. The transient solution of 504 equations in the TPS/Structural 
element model using the e x p lic it algorithm with a time step of four 
seconds required 700 CPU seconds. The structural response was computed 
every 1 0 0  seconds in the transient response as a succession of quasi­
s tatic  analysis. The structural model represented the three dimensional 
geometry with 42 nodes and 125 two-node rod elements. The quasi-static  
structural analysis with 42 unknown displacements required approximately 
40 CPU seconds.
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TYPICAL SECTION
OF TORQUE BOX
a) Isolated section o f torque box
Fig. 23 Typical isolated torque-box section o f wing structure, TPS 
not shown, (continued).
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Fig. 23 Typical iso la ted  torque-box section o f  wing s t ru c tu re ,  TPS not shown, 
(concl uded).
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Temperature history plots at two nodal locations on the top and 
bottom surfaces of the wing structure are shown in Fig. 24 for the 
transient reentry period. I t  can be seen from the history plot for node 
56 (Fig . 24a) which is located on the top surface of the wing section 
that the maximum peak temperature occurs at approximately 1900 seconds 
a fte r reentry while that of node 77 (Fig. 24b) which is located on the 
bottom surface of the wing section that the maximum peak temperature 
occurs la te r  on a fte r landing. This is because the bottom surface is 
exposed to more severe aerodynamic heating than the top surface thereby 
storing much of the heat that is conducted through the t i le s  on the 
bottom surface.
The integrated temperature distributions from the thermal model 
were transferred to the structural model as a set of quasi-static  
analysis at every 100 seconds. The three dimensional wing truss is free 
to expand. Deformed shapes (exaggerated) of the three dimensional 
geometry of the wing section are shown in Figs. 25a, 25b, at t  = 2600 s 
and t  = 2750 s respectively. The application of the TPS element 
approach to the three dimensional geometry discussed in this section 
demonstrates the capability of analyzing complex configurations using 
the TPS/Structural f in ite  element approach. In Table 2 are shown 
comparative conventional versus TPS/Structural model sizes and 
computational times for the various sections of the shuttle wing 
structure. Figure 26 shows conventional and TPS/Structural nodal force 
histories fo r a typical element of the wing torque box section.
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Fig. 24 Thermal response a t typical nodal locations for the wing 
torque-box section (continued).
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Fig. 24 Thermal response at typical nodal locations for the wing 
torque-box section (concluded).
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Table 2 Comparative conventional versus TPS/Structure model sizes 
and CPU times for shuttle wing sections
Number of Equations CPU Seconds
Conventional
Semi-Bay 132 125
Complete-Bay 264 280
Multi-Bay 
(estimated)
1056 750
Torque-Box Section 
(estimated)
1 1 0 0 0 3200
TPS/Structure
Semi-Bay 24 28
Complete-Bay 48 105
Multi-Bay 1 2 0 155
Torque-Box Section 504 700
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C hapter 5
THREE DIMENSIONAL TPS/STRUCTURE FINITE ELEMENTS
In the preceding chapter the TPS/Structure f in ite  element approach 
was applied to two-dimensional models of a semi-bay, fu ll-bay and a 
complete wing truss section of the shuttle wing structure. In addition, 
a three-dimensional configuration of the wing torque box section was 
also analyzed. A unique feature of the approach in two-dimensions is 
the coupling of the TPS and structure into a single element thereby 
e ffe c tive ly  interfacing the thermal and structural analysis models as 
well as improving solution accuracy by predicting a re a lis tic  
temperature d istribution  at the TPS and structure interface and reducing 
model size.
Three-dimensional analysis of complex TPS/Structural geometries 
such as those present fo r the shuttle wing sections are d if f ic u lt  and 
cumbersome and most often computational expenses are high. In this  
chapter new three-dimensional TPS/Structure elements are developed to 
analyze the complex three-dimensional wing structure configurations 
which are enclosed by a thermal protection system. Two TPS/Structure 
three-dimensional f in i te  elements are formulated. F irs t , a three- 
dimensional TPS/Structure element using nodeless variables [9] at the 
TPS and structure interface is presented. The use of this element for 
linear transient analysis is described. The effic iency of the element 
is  evaluated by comparisons with refined conventional models for
111
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sections of the shuttle wing structure. Next, a three-dimensional 
TPS/Structure f in ite  element is formulated based on modification of the 
TPS/Structure approach described e a r lie r  in the two-dimensional 
formulation in Chap. 4. The basic objectives for developing the three- 
dimensional TPS/Structure elements are: (1) the elements should predict
a nonuniform temperature distribution at the TPS and structure interface 
in su ffic ien t detail for a thermal stress analysis, ( 2 ) the elements 
should e ffic ie n tly  model the complex three-dimensional TPS/Structure 
geometry with reduction in model size and computing time, and (3) the 
elements should maintain the same discretization as the structural 
analysis model. The three-dimensional TPS/Structure element model with 
nodeless variables meets the f i r s t  and second objectives e ffic ie n tly .
The las t objective prim arily serves the purpose of avoiding data 
transfer from the thermal model to the structural model. However, since 
the heat transfer problem and the structural analysis problem are not 
coupled ( i .e . ,  structural deformations are assumed not to cause any 
significant temperature changes in the heat transfer analysis); the heat 
transfer analysis can s t i l l  be solved e ffic ie n tly  and with transfer of 
thermal heat loads to the structural model the corresponding structural 
analysis can be carried out. When the modeling is such that one 
TPS/Structure element with nodeless variables is used per length of the 
semi-bay of the wing truss in the spanwise direction, the thermal and 
structural models w ill have the same d iscretization . However, for 
reasons mentioned in the next section this causes s lig h tly  lower 
aluminum skin and rib cap temperatures. To more accurately predict 
these temperatures, two TPS/Structural nodeless variable elements were 
used per length of the semi-bay in the heat transfer model and the
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results show good agreement as w ill be demonstrated.
F in a lly , a new three-dimensional TPS/Structure f in ite  element 
formulation based on modification of the two-dimensional f in ite  element 
formulation is presented.
For s im plic ity  in understanding the characteristics of the new 
three-dimensional TPS/Structure elements, a b rie f description of the 
conventional b ilin ear eight-noded brick element is f i r s t  presented. The 
element temperature distribution for a b ilinear ( 8  degrees of freedom) 
eight-noded element is expressed in the form,
where N.. , i = 1,8 are the element interpolation functions which are 
functions of the three spatial co-ordinates x ,y ,z , and T. , i = 1,8 are 
the element nodal temperatures which are time dependent for transient 
analysis. Figure 27 shows a eight-noded rectangular brick element. In 
natural coordinates the element shape functions are defined by,
(5 .1 )
= CN]{T}
(5 .2 )
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where 5 ^, i = 1 , 8  and £ . ,  i = 1 , 8  are the nodal coordinates in the 
natural coordinate system. For general element shapes in three 
dimensions since typical element matrices can often be d i f f ic u lt  to 
evaluate, the element integrals can be sim plified by transformation from 
the cartesian coordinate system to the natural co-ordinate system in the 
manner mentioned in Sec. 4 .1 . Also, i t  is to be noted that the 
interpolation functions are linear along a typical element edge. Hence, 
the temperature variation along a typical element edge varies 
lin e a rly . And the magnitude of the temperature distribution is  a 
function of the temperature of the two corner nodes along the element 
edge. When connected, the three-dimensional eight-noded b ilin e a r  
elements preserve continuity of temperature along the element interfaces 
which is a basic requirement to assure convergence of the temperature 
solutions as the element size decreases. I t  is necessary to satis fy  
this requirement whenever new thermal f in i te  elements are developed. 
Having defined the type of element and the element shape functions 
within each element, the remainder of the task follows the same 
procedures described in Sec. 4 .1 .
5.1 The Nodeless Variable Concept
Reference 9 discusses in detail the nodeless variable concept for 
one and two dimensional thermal f in ite  elements. In order to sim plify  
understanding the characteristics of the three-dimensional TPS/Structure 
element with nodeless variables, the one-dimensional nodeless variable  
element concept is b rie fly  described. The basic idea of the approach is 
the use of the steady-state element temperature interpolation functions 
derived from the solution of a given ordinary d iffe ren tia l equation and
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employing an additional unknown to provide a nonlinear dependent 
variable variation across the element.
Exact f in ite  elements for one-dimensional steady-state analysis can 
be formulated based on solving ordinary d iffe re n tia l equations. For 
thermal problems the temperature variations a fte r  imposing boundary 
conditions can be written in the form,
where N.j, i= l ,2  are the element interpolation functions, T. , i= l ,2  are
the unknown element nodal temperature, Nq ( x ) is the element nodeless 
interpolation function, and Tq is a known nodeless parameter. For 
transient analysis, i t  is not possible to formulate exact element 
interpolation functions in closed form because general solutions to 
typical transient heat transfer problems are in the form of in f in ite  
series. However, the use of the exact steady-state element temperature 
variation in the form of Eq. (5.3) may provide better solution accuracy 
than that obtained from linear conventional elements Eq. (4 .4 ) of Chap. 
4. Hence, using the steady-state variation for transient analysis the 
temperature variation can be written in the form,
where and T2  are now time dependent unknown nodal temperatures.
Since TQ is known and independent of time, the product Nq ( x ) Tq retains  
the same shape throughout the transient response. Hence Eq. (5 .4 ) may 
not be a good representation since in general the temperature variation
T(x) = N1 (x)T 1  + N2 (x)T2  + N0 (x)T 0 (5.3)
T(x, t )  = N1 (x)T 1 ( t )  + N2 (x)T2 ( t )  + N0 (x)T 0 (5.4)
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in a transient response w ill take arb itrary  shapes in any transient 
response. However, this disadvantage can be offset by a slight 
modification of the element temperature variation and in the steady- 
state analysis, Eq. (5 .4 ) takes the form
T (x ,t)  = N jU lT ^ t )  + N2 (x)T 2 ( t )  + N0 (x)T 0 ( t )  (5 .5 )
where Tq( t ) is now the additional unknown function of time and is called  
the nodeless variable. The interpolation functions ( x) and N2 (x) are 
the same as in linear conventional f in i te  elements. A comparison of 
conventional and nodeless variable element concept for temperature 
variation across a one-dimensional element is illu s tra te d  in Fig. 28.
5.2 Three Dimensional TPS/Structural Element Formulation Employing
Nodeless Variables
In this section, a three-dimensional TPS/Structure element is 
developed using nodeless variables (see Sec. 5.1) at the interface of 
the TPS and adjoining structure. In general, i t  is  not possible to
formulate closed form solutions to coupled or uncoupled transient
equations. Nonetheless, improved and more re a lis tic  temperature 
solutions can s t i l l  be obtained with the TPS/Structure element 
formulation employing nodeless variables as w ill be demonstrated in th is  
section. I t  is to be noted that because of the complex three-
dimensional configuration of the shuttle wing structure and associated
models the NASA-Dryden F ligh t Research Center model in Fig. 7 accounts 
for only spanwise heat flow effects and thus far no attempt has been 
directed to analyze three-dimensional sections of the wing structure 
taking into account both spanwise and chordwise heat effects.
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5.2.1 Three-Dimensional TPS/Structure Interface Element and 
Governing Equations
Figure 29 shows a typical TPS/Structure heat transfer element in
three dimensions. Aerodynamic heating is conducted normally through the
thickness of the TPS and is transformed to the element through nodes 5,
6 , 7, and 8 . The heat is then transferred non-uniformly from the bottom
surface of the TPS to the adjoining structural aluminum skin where i t  is
conducted two-dimensionally across the aluminum skin. For unsteady heat
transfer an energy balance on a small segment of the TPS and adjoining
skin gives the three-dimensional governing d iffe re n tia l equations
for the temperature variation Ty (x ,y ,z , t )  and T$ ( x ,z , t ) ,  where
Ty (x ,y ,z , t )  and Tg (x ,z , t )  are the temperature distributions in the TPS
and structural skin respectively.
TPS:
2 2 2 o Tt o Tt o Tt 5Tt
kTx 7 ~  +  kTy“ 7 "  + kTz ~  = ^ f T T  (5 ' 5a)
ax ay dZ s t
Structure:
2 2 2a T a T 8 T y  3T
k ----- 2. + k  s + k ----- 1 ( x ,0 ,z , t )  = P C.   s (5.5b)
ax2  8 2 2  y 3 y 2  S S «
In the coupled Eq. (5.5a) and (5.5b) kyx> kyy , ky2  are the thermal 
conductivities of the TPS in the x ,y , and z directions respectively; 
kg is  the thermal conductivity of the adjoining aluminum skin, 
py and ps are the densities of the TPS and skin respectively and cT and 
cs are the specific heat of the TPS and skin respectively. The boundary 
conditions for the Eqs. (5.5a) and 5.5b) consist in specifying time
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dependent heating or temperatures on the aerodynamic surface of the TPS.
5 .2 .2  Interpolation Functions
In order to provide a non-uniform temperature distribution at the 
TPS and structure interface as well as along the four element edges 
polynomial interpolation functions which are based on the nodeless 
variable concept are employed to the TPS/structural approach fo r three- 
dimensional analysis. Polynomial shape functions are employed because 
computationally the f in ite  element matrices are faster and less 
cumbersome to evaluate. Furthermore, when radiation heat transfer 
effects are included the computations are sim plified and hence faster  
computational efficiency can be achieved. The element temperature 
d istribu tion  is written in the form,
TPS:
+ [n 5  n6  n7 n8]
= [Nt ]{T> (5 .6 )
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where N. , i = 1,8 are the interpolation functions for the conventional 
b ilin e a r eight-noded element given in Eq. (5 .2 ) and NQ1-, i = 1,4 are 
given by
*01 = |  (1 -  S2 ) U - t))
N02 = \ (1 + 5 ) ( l  -  n2 )
Nq3  = \  ( 1  - 52)(1 + n)
N0 4  = \ (1 -  5 ) 0  -  T,2 )
where each of the interpolation functions in Eq. (5 .7 ) varies 
quadratically along one edge and vanishes on the other edges.
Structure:
(5 .7)
T = [Nj_ N2  N3 + [NQ 1  NQ 2  Nq 3  Nq4]
'01
r02
r03
r04
= CNs]{T } (5.8)
where , i  = 1,4 are the interpolation functions for a b ilin ea r four- 
noded element given by Eq. (4.10) of Chap. 4 and Nqi. , i = 1,4 are the 
nodeless variable shape functions defined e a rlie r  in Eq. (5 .7 ) .
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At the interface of the TPS and structure the element provides a 
quadratic temperature variation . The magnitude of the non-uniform 
variation a t the interface is measured by the interface nodeless 
variables given by Eq. (5 .7 ) . As mentioned e a r lie r , continuity of the 
temperature along the element interfaces is met through the nodeless 
variables employed along the interface edges. I t  should be noted that 
for transient heat transfer analysis the nodal temperatures are time 
dependent.
5.2 .3  F in ite  Element Thermal Matrices
A fter the element interpolation functions [N^] and [Ng] are
formulated the f in ite  element equations and element matrices can now be
formulated for the three-dimensional TPS/Structure interface element
which uses nodeless variables at the TPS and structure in terface. The 
method of weighted residuals is applied to the governing coupled 
d iffe re n tia l equations (5 .5 ) . With the boundary conditions of time 
dependent heating or specified temperatures; typical element equations 
are derived in the form,
TPS:
CCt ]{T t } + [Kt ]{T t > + [Ktb]{T t } = {Q> (5 .9 )
where [ Cj ] is the TPS capacitance matrix; [K-p] and CKjg] are the TPS 
conductance matrices corresponding to conduction within the element and 
the element boundary respectively. The right hand side of the 
discretized Eq. (5.9) is the heat load vector. The TPS matrices are 
expressed in the form of integrals over the volume and boundary of the 
element and are given by Eqs. (4.32) in Chap. 4.
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Structure:
'_[CS]{TS> + CK$]{TS} + [Ksb]{T t > = {Q} (5.10a)
where [C$] is  the structure capacitance matrix; [Ks] and [Ksg] are the 
structure conductance matrices corresponding to conduction within the 
structure and the element boundary respectively and {Q} is the 
corresponding element heat load vector. The element matrices are 
expressed in the form of integrals over the volume and the boundary of 
the element as follows:
where [B ^ ]  and [B ^ ]  are the structure temperature gradient 
interpolation function matrices and [Ns] are the interpolation
A fter the element matrices are computed, typical element equations 
can be w ritten in the form of Eqs. (4 .22) in Chap. 4. The three- 
dimensional TPS/Structure element employing nodeless variables at the 
interface of the TPS and structure has eight unknown nodal temperatures
(5.10b)
(5.10c)
(5 .1Od)
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and four unknown nodeless temperatures, hence, the above element Eqs. 
(4.22) contain twelve unknowns. For transient heat transfer analysis, 
these equations must be solved simultaneously using an im p lic it  
algorithm (see Sec. 3 .3 .)
For thermal stress analysis, the structural equivalent thermal 
forces can be calculated from
{ Fj> = Jv [Bs]T™ a } ( T s-Tre f)dve (5.11)
e
where Ts is the detailed time-dependent structural temperature variation  
within the element and T is the reference temperature for zero 
stress.
In Fig. 30 is shown the characterization of the three-dimensional 
TPS/Structure f in i te  element using the nodeless variable concept for the 
lower and upper aerodynamic surfaces respectively. Since the TPS 
thickness of the lower aerodynamic surface is approximately twice the 
size of the TPS thickness on the upper aerodynamic surface, i t  is found 
that ten conventional b ilin ea r eight-noded sub-elements for the lower 
aerodynamic surface and five  conventional b ilin e a r eight-noded sub­
elements for the upper aerodynamic surface are quite adequate. The 
f in ite  element matrices for the TPS/Structure elements in Fig. 30 are 
derived from the governing transient heat conduction equations, Eqs. 
(5 .5 ), using the method of weighted residuals. For transient thermal 
heat transfer analysis, typical element equations are written in the 
form of Eqs. (4 .2 4 ), where as mentioned in Chap. 4 for the two- 
dimensional TPS/Structure f in ite  element approach the element matrices 
are assembled from contributions of the individual sub-elements. In
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a) TPS/Structure element for the b) TPS/Structure element for the upper
lower aerodynamic heating surface aerodynamic heating surface
Fig. 30 Three dimensional TPS/Structure f i n i t e  elements using nodeless va r iab les .
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general, a ll the thermal parameters may be temperature dependent, but 
for sim plicity are assumed constant herein.
The f in ite  element matrices for the conduction sub-elements are 
based on the b ilin ear eight-noded rectangular conventional element 
interpolation functions in Eq. (5 .2 ) .  Rectangular sub-elements have 
been selected because the f in ite  element matrices, Eqs. (4.25-4.26) in 
Chap. 4 can be evaluated in closed form thereby avoiding the 
computational expense of Gauss integrations customarily used in 
isoparametric b ilinear conventional eight-noded elements.
5.3 Applications
In this section the performance of the three-dimensional 
TPS/Structural element which uses nodeless variables at the TPS and 
structure interface is demonstrated by analyzing three-dimensional 
models of the wing structure enclosed by a thermal protection system.
The effectiveness of the f in i te  element model of a section of the wing 
using this element is evaluated by analyzing the same physical problem 
with refined conventional f in ite  elements. Comparisons of temperature 
solutions and equivalent thermal forces for both models are presented. 
The three-dimensional models of the section of the wing structure are 
based on dimensions, properties and heating histories characteristic of 
shuttle wing sections. A comparative upper aerodynamic heating surface 
discretization for a three dimensional two-bay wing section enclosed by 
the TPS on the upper aerodynamic surface (lower aerodynamic surface 
distribution is not shown) is shown in Fig. 31. Bay 1 shows the three- 
dimensional TPS/Structure nodeless variable element model (see Fig. 30b) 
for the upper aerodynamic surface. The corresponding three-dimensional
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RIB CAP
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BAY 1 BAY 2
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Fig. 31 Comparative upper aerodynamic heating surface d is c re t iz a t io n ,
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thermal model of conventional elements is shown for Bay 2. Typical 
conventional f in ite  element discretization consists of one-dimensional 
two-noded rod elements fo r the rib cap, two-dimensional b ilin ea r four- 
noded conduction elements for the aluminum skin and three-dimensional 
b ilin ea r eight-noded conduction elements for the TPS.
Radiation heat exchanges are neglected, and the system of linear 
transient equations are solved by an im p lic it Crank-Nicholson 
algorithm. For a ll computational purposes the im p lic it algorithm used a 
time step of 50 seconds. I t  is to be noted that the nodeless variable  
elements have not been used with an e x p lic it algorithm since there w ill 
be an uncoupling of the physical nodes from the nodeless variables 
thereby destroying the accuracy of solutions.
5.3.1 Three-Dimensional Model of a Semi-Bay Section
A three-dimensional semi-bay model of the lower aerodynamic surface 
consisting of six truss members and the section of the TPS and adjoining 
skin and rib  cap is analyzed using conventional and TPS/Structure 
nodeless variable element models. The conventional d iscretization  for a 
semi-bay section of the wing lower aerodynamic surface is shown in Fig. 
32. The model is subjected to a time-dependent heating history sim ilar 
to that shown in Fig. 17. The thermal response of the model was f i r s t  
computed using a refined conventional mesh of 240 conventional lin ear  
two and three-dimensional elements for the TPS and adjoining aluminum 
skin and 16 one-dimensional linear two-noded rod elements fo r the rib  
cap and truss members using the im p lic it Crank-Nicholson transient 
algorithm. In Fig. 33 is shown a three-dimensional TPS/Structure 
nodeless variable element model for the lower aerodynamic surface of the 
semi-bay section. Since one TPS/Structure nodeless variable element was
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E l e m e n t
Fig. 33 Three-dimensional TPS/Structure nodeless variable element d iscretization  
with one element for semi-bay section.
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not su ffic ien t to model the section along the rib  cap, the response was 
computed using two TPS/Structure nodeless variable elements per semi- 
bay. The refined mesh of conventional elements required solving 
approximately 375 equations taking 155 CPU seconds, while the 
TPS/Structure model required solving approximately 110 equations with 30 
CPU seconds. The comparative transient thermal response for the rib  cap 
and one edge of the aluminum skin is shown for t  = 1 0 0 0  s, 2 0 0 0  s and 
3000 s in Figs. 34-36. Temperature variations across the rib cap and 
skin show good agreement with conventional refined mesh solutions. 
Temperatures through the thickness of TPS are also in good agreement, 
but are not presented. Notice that the TPS/Structural element model can 
predict both spanwise and chordwise temperature variations for the 
model. For thermal-stress analysis, the comparative thermal force 
histories shown in Fig. 37 show good agreement throughout the 
response. Since improved thermal heat loads can be obtained, the 
corresponding structural analysis w ill y ie ld  more accurate thermal 
stresses. One disadvantage of the TPS/Structural nodeless variable, 
thermal model is lik e  the conventional thermal model the d iscretization  
for the thermal and structural models are not the same. Nonetheless, 
for purposes of heat transfer analysis the element predicts results 
which are in good agreement and the structural analysis can be carried  
out but involves data transfer from the thermal model to the structural 
analysis model.
Having validated the basic capability of the TPS/Structure nodeless 
variable element for three-dimensional heat transfer analysis of a semi- 
bay section, a three-dimensional multi-bay section of the wing truss 
section with TPS as shown in Fig. 38 was attempted. A conventional
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3 05 Conventional
TPS/Structure with 
nodeless variables
300
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a) Comparative temperature d istribution  along rib  cap, t  = 1000 s
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o’  305
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1.0
b) Comparative temperature d istribu tion  along skin, t  = 1000 s 
Fig. 34 Comparative thermal response of rib  cap and skin.
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  Conventional
 TPS/Structure with
nodeless variables325
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a) Comparative temperature d istribution  along rib  cap, t  = 2000 s
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b) Comparative temperature d istribution  along skin, t  = 2000 s 
Fig. 35 Comparative thermal response of rib  cap and skin.
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Conventi onal
  TPS/Structure with
nodeless variables350
o
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a) Comparative temperature d istribu tion  along rib  cap, t  = 3000 s
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b) Comparative temperature d istribution  along skin, t  = 3000 s 
Fig. 36 Comparative thermal response of rib  cap and skin.
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analysis for th is  model would be very expensive because i t  would require 
analysis of a very large model (approximately 4100 equations with an 
estimated CPU time of 3300 seconds) for a long duration of the transient 
response. Thus fa r no attempt has been made to analyze such a model 
with both spanwise and chordwise heat flow effects; hence results 
obtained by analyzing the model would have to be compared only with 
f lig h t data. The TPS/Structural nodeless variable model for the three- 
dimensional multi-bay section required approximately 406 equations. 
However, due to computer program storage lim itations the analysis could 
not be carried out. The d iff ic u lty  was due to implementing the element 
in an academic computer code o rig ina lly  developed to store unsymmetric 
system matrices than the present symmetric matrices. I f  the analysis 
could be carried out, the TPS/Structural element model with nodeless 
variables is estimated to require approximately 770 CPU seconds.
5.4 Extension of Two-Dimensional TPS/Structure F in ite  Element 
Approach to Three-Dimensions
In this section a new three-dimensional TPS/Structure element is  
described based on extension of the two-dimensional TPS/Structure f in ite  
element approach. Since closed form solutions to typical coupled or 
uncoupled three-dimensional transient heat transfer problems cannot be 
obtained the approach followed for the two-dimensional case mentioned 
e a rlie r  in Chap. 4 is modified so as to permit a sim ilar formulation in 
three-dimensions. Basically, the new interpolation functions defining  
the temperature variations within the element are derived by modifying 
the interpolation functions shown e a r lie r  in Sec. 4 .6 . A unique feature 
of this family of elements is that the interpolation functions defining 
the element temperature variations do not follow the conventional
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interpolation functions c rite rio n , namely, the element should equal 1  
at node i of the element and equal zero at the remaining nodes. 
Nonetheless, the elements meet the necessary requirements of 
CQ continuity, convergence, e tc ., required when new thermal f in i te  
elements are developed. Futhermore, since the new three-dimensional 
TPS/Structure f in ite  element unlike the three-dimensional element with 
nodeless variables has element interpolation function whose sum is 
unity, the element can be used with e ither an e x p lic it algorithm or an 
im p lic it algorithm. In other words, the element does not present any 
d iff ic u lty  due to lumping the element capacitance matrices. Hence, an 
e x p lic it  scheme can be used to analyze the transient response. Also, 
since bandwidth is not a major problem with e x p lic it  time integration  
schemes, transient analysis of complex configurations of large three- 
dimensional wing sections may not pose computer storage d if f ic u lt ie s .  
Details of the TPS/Structure three-dimensional formulation is described 
in the sections to follow.
5.4.1 Three-Dimensional TPS/Structure F in ite  Element Methodology
In Fig. 39 is shown a typical three-dimensional TPS/Structure heat 
transfer element. The element lik e  the conventional three-dimensional 
b ilin e a r element described e a rlie r in this chapter, has eight nodes ( 1 -  
8 ) . However, unlike the conventional element, the TPS and adjoining 
structure (aluminum skin) form the TPS/Structure interface heat transfer 
element. As mentioned e a r lie r , aerodynamic heat is conducted normally 
through the TPS thickness and is transformed to the element through 
nodes 5,6 ,7  and 8 . The heat is then transferred nonuniformly to the 
adjoining skin where i t  is  conducted two-dimensionally. For unsteady
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heat transfer the temperature variations within the element are 
TT (x ,y ,z , t )  for the TPS and Tg (x ,z , t )  or the skin respectively. The 
governing equations for a small segment of the TPS and adjoining 
structure are the same as those given by Eqs. (5 .5 ) in Sec. 5.2.1 of 
th is chapter. The element interpolation functions are derived by 
modifying the two-dimensional TPS/Structure f in ite  element approach but 
s t i l l  maintaining a sim ilar formulation. This leads to the following 
transient three-dimensional temperature variations within the combined 
TPS/Structure element.
TPS:
TT(xsy ,z , t )  = [Nx N2  N3  N4  N5  Ng Ny Ng]
V
Tx( t )
Tz ( t )
T3 ( t )
T4 ( t )
T5 ( t )
T6 ( t )
Ty(t)
Tg(t)
\
>
= [Nt ]{T>
where N. , i = 1,8 are the TPS interpolation functions, which are 
functions of the coordinates x, y and z, and T. , i = 1,8 are the time- 
dependent unknown nodal temperatures. The three-dimensional TPS 
interpolation functions [ ] are given below.
No =
2
(i - >
2  s2
(5.17a)
(5.17b)
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“3 =  »
s2
(5.17c)
“ 4 = 0  -  f - K c j  -  S i ) ( C j  -  J -  s j ) (5.17d)
N5  = ( 1
+  (1 -
£ > m
Cp s.
(c .  J .  s ) ( - ! ) ]
1  s 2  1  s2
(5.17e)
(5 .1 7 f)
s2
♦ ( 1  _ £ ) ( £ , ( !  . | )
(5.17g)
and
♦ d - | ) ( | ) d  -■§) (5.i7h)
where = sinh(mx)
s2  = si nh (iria)
Cj = cosh(iiix)
c2  = cosh(ma) (5.18)
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Sj = sinh(mz) (5.18 cont'd .)
Sg = sinh(mc) 
51  = cosh(mz) 
c2  = cosh(mc)
and in three dimensions, the parameter in is given by
m = C(kTy/k s) ( l / b t ) ] 1 / 2
In the above Eqs. (5 .17 ), the TPS interpolation functions [ NT ] 
are such that
Nj = 1 at node i
= 0  at the remainder of the element nodes
The adjoining structural member temperature variation for the three- 
dimensional TPS/Structure element are of the form:
Structure:
\ ( t )
Tz ( t )
T3 ( t )
T4 ( t )
T5 ( t )
T6 ( t )
T7 ( t )
Tg(t)
Ts(x ,z , t )  = [Nx N2  N3  N4  Ng Ng My Ng]
= CNS]{T> (5.19)
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where N. , i = 1,8 are the structural member interpolation  functions 
which are functions of the only two spatial coordinates x and z and T. , 
i = 1 , 8  are the time dependent unknown nodal temperatures for unsteady 
heat transfer. The structure interpolation functions E N's ] are given 
below.
c s
N: = (Cj_ -  y - s1) ( ~ )  (5.20a)
2  s2
Sl w SlN2  = (5.20b)
s2
s c
N3  = ( ^ ( C j  -  —  Sx ) (5.20c)
2  s2
c c
N4 = (cl  " s^ S1)(5 1 " ~  ®1} (5.20d)
2  s2
2  S2
= ( 1  -  £•)(§) -  N,
(5.20e)
N6 = ~ f> ~ N3 <5 -20 f>
2 s2
2  S2
(£TH l “ " N3 (5.20g)
N8 = (1 -  f i l l  - f )  -  (Cj - ^ S j K cj
x2
= n - fx i - f )  - n,
3  (5.20h)
where the various symbols have been defined e a r lie r . In the above Eqs.
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(5 .2 0 ), the structure interpolation functions [ Ng ] are such that
Nn- = 1 at node i i = 1,4
= 0  at remainder of the element nodes
However, notice that
N.j = 0 at a ll nodes for i -  5,8
Note that although the structure has only four physical nodes i = 1 ,4 ,
the three-dimensional TPS/Structure structural interpolation functions
[ Ns ] are functions of a ll the eight physical nodes of the
TPS/Structure element in three-dimensions. That is , any change in the 
TPS element temperatures w ill simultaneously cause change in temperature 
variations in the adjoining structural member.
5 .4 .2  F in ite  Element Thermal Matrices
Having described the type of element and the element shape 
functions via Eqs. (5.17, 5 .20 ), the f in ite  element matrices for the 
governing three-dimensional transient Eqs. (5 .5 ) can now be derived. 
Following the method of weighted residuals, the three-dimensional 
TPS/Structure f in ite  element matrices for the TPS are given by Eqs. 
(4.32) in Chap. 4 and for the structure are given by Eqs. (5.10) in 
Chap. 5.
A fter the element matrices are computed, typical element equations 
can be w ritten in the form of Eqs. (4.22) in Chap. 4. The remainder of 
the task, such as modeling, characterization for lower and upper
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aerodynamic surfaces of the wing structure, e tc ., follows the same 
procedure as mentioned in Sec. 5.2.3 of this chapter for the three- 
dimensional TPS/Structure element with nodeless variables.
5 .4 .3  Three-Dimensional TPS/Structure F in ite  Element 
Characteristics
The characteristics of the three-dimensional TPS/Structure f in ite  
element based on modification of the two-dimensional TPS/Structure 
f in i te  element approach are summarized in this section. The three- 
dimensional TPS/Structure element formulated above has the following  
characteristics: (1) the combined TPS/Structure heat transfer element
is a single element having a to ta l of eight nodes, ( 2 ) temperature 
change in the TPS w ill cause a change in temperature of the adjoining 
aluminum skin, (3) the thermal coupling between the TPS and structural 
member is via the parameter m and the conductance matrix of the 
adjoining structural skin, (4) the sum of the TPS interpolation  
functions [ Ny U and the structural interpolation functions C Ng ] are 
equal to unity respectively; hence the above TPS/Structure three- 
dimensional element may be used either with an e x p lic it  or an im p lic it  
algorithm, and (5) the element permits a nonlinear temperature 
d istribu tion  at the TPS and structure interface.
At th is  point i t  is worth noting that analytical tests on the 
three-dimensional TPS/Structure formulation reveal that the element 
in terpolation functions, Eqs. (5 .17, 5.20) can be reduced to those of 
the two-dimensional TPS/Structure f in ite  element case, Eqs. (4.19) by 
le ttin g  e ith er one of the two spatial coordinates of the structure tend 
to zero. For example, with z + 0, the resulting interpolation functions 
thereby obtained are given by Eqs. (4.19) in Chap. 4.
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5.5 Application
The performance of the three-dimensional TPS/Structure element 
obtained by modifying the two dimensional interpolation functions 
mentioned in Sec. 4.6 is demonstrated fo r a three-dimensional semi-bay 
section of the wing lower aerodynamic surface sim ilar to that shown in 
Fig. 33. The thermal model for the semi-bay section consists of one 
TPS/Structure element for the TPS and adjoining skin and eight two-noded 
rod elements for the structure and rib  caps. The model is subjected to 
a time-dependent heating history sim ilar to that shown in Fig. 17. The 
transient response used a time step of 4 seconds and employed the Euler 
e x p lic it algorithm. The model required solving 52 equations taking  
approximately 60 CPU seconds for the transient duration of 3000 
seconds. The same model was also analyzed using conventional f in i te  
elements for the TPS and structure as described in Sec. 5 .23 .1 . The 
comparative transient thermal response a t t  = 2 0 0 0  seconds and t  = 3000 
seconds along the center of the adjoining aluminium skin is shown in 
Fig. 40. The comparative temperature d istributions along the skin edges 
(x = a and z = c, with the rib cap along z = c) are shown in Figs. 41 
and 42 for t  = 2000 seconds and t  = 3000 seconds, respectively. The 
temperature variations along the center lin e  of the skin (z = c / 2 ) show 
reasonably good agreement with the refined conventional mesh solution  
(Fig. 40). Also, as shown in Figs. 41 and 42, the temperatures 
predicted along the edge x = a are in good agreement; however, the 
temperatures predicted along the edges z = c by the TPS/Structure model 
in three-dimensions are higher than those predicted by the conventional 
refined mesh model. The higher temperatures along the edges z = c may 
be due to the fact that the TPS/Structure model does not represent the 
actual heat transfer between the TPS/Structure element in three-
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  Conventional
  TPS/Structural (3D)365
335
S—
305
0.5 1.0
x / a
a) Comparative skin temperature d istribu tion  along z = c /2 , t  = 2000 s
365
335
3051—
0*5 1.0
x/a
b) Comparative skin temperature d istribution  along z = c /2 , t  = 3000 s 
Fig. 40 Comparative thermal response o f rib  cap and skin.
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Conventional 
TPS/Structure (3D)
365
'  335 
y—
305
0.5 1.0
x / a
a) Comparative skin temperature d istribution  along z = c, t  = 2000 s
365
335
305
0.5 1.0
z/c
b) Comparative skin temperature d istribution  along x = a, t  = 2000 s 
Fig. 41 Comparative thermal response of rib  cap and skin.
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- 335
305
0.5 1.0
x / a
a) Comparative skin temperature d istribution  along z = c, t  = 3000 s
365
- 335 
t—
305
1.0
Z / C
b) Comparative skin temperature d istribution  along x = a, t  = 3000 s 
Fig. 42 Comparative thermal response of r ib  cap and skin.
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dimension and the adjoining rib  cap (modeled by a rod element) situated  
along z = c. To improve the solution accuracy along the edge z = c, i t  
seems that the rib cap needs to be idealized by an element that more 
accurately represents the heat transfer path from the TPS and skin to 
the adjoining rib cap. I t  is recommended that further work be done in 
th is  regard to improve transient thermal responses for three-dimensional 
structures with the RSI type thermal protection systems.
As mentioned in the early part of Chap. 5, three-dimensional 
analysis of complex TPS/Structure configurations such as the shuttle  
wing sections are d if f ic u lt  and cumbersome and most often analysis of 
large models are highly impractical and computational expenses are 
high. The main reason is that the thermal analysis of an entire  
component such as the wing, is partly  hindered due to the fact that the 
t i le s  make the thermal model very large when using conventional f in ite  
element discretizations and partly  due to the long duration transient 
re-entry period. Nonetheless, an e ffic ie n t  analysis scheme can be 
fa c ilita te d  by the concepts and modeling techniques described by the 
TPS/Structure model for the semi-bay section of the lower aerodynamic 
surface. In summary, the associated thermal model for the entire TPS 
and the adjoining skin between any two consecutive spars and trusses 
used only a single TPS/Structure f in ite  element d iscretiza tion . For 
example, a fu ll-bay section including the TPS and skin on the top and 
bottom would require two TPS/Structure f in ite  elements while the truss 
members in between would have to be modeled using rod elements; thereby 
achieving a good reduction in model size per complete bay of the wing 
section. A similar d iscretization  would have to be followed for larger 
segments and hence i t  seems that a response solution is feasible in the 
spanwise and chordwise directions for larger sections of the wing.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
A f in ite  element approach for e ff ic ie n t thermal analysis of 
structures with thermal protection systems (TPS) is described. A review 
of past thermal modeling techniques illu s tra te s  current cap ab ilities  and 
analysis d if f ic u lt ie s . Basic requirements for an e ffec tive  and 
e ffic ie n t  thermal-structural analysis are the cap ab ilities  to:
( 1 ) e ff ic ie n t ly  compute temperatures in a long duration transient,
( 2 ) include variable thermal properties and radiation heat transfer,
(3) model complex three-dimensional TPS/Structural geometry, (4) compute 
temperatures in su ffic ien t detail for the thermal-structural analysis, 
and (5) e ff ic ie n tly  interface with the structural analysis model.
Current modeling techniques and high computational costs prohibit 
detailed two and three-dimensional thermal analysis of large vehicle 
components. Hence the need to develop improved f in ite  element thermal 
models of a TPS/Structural system to provide concepts wherein complex 
TPS/Structure configurations of large structural components can be 
analyzed.
The heat transfer analysis sequence followed for the shuttle wing 
sections is presented. F irs t , one-dimensional models of the TPS are 
analyzed to develop TPS characterization. Next, two-dimensional f in ite  
elements are developed for modeling conduction in the TPS and supporting 
structure. Basic concepts and procedures of the two-dimensional f in ite
152
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elements are described. An exact quasi two-dimensional TPS/Structure 
f in ite  element is  developed for conduction in aerospace structures with 
thermal protection systems. The element is  formulated based upon using 
closed form solutions to the governing coupled equations of the 
TPS/Structure system. Transient two-dimensional f in ite  elements are 
then formulated. The elements are based on using layers of sub-elements 
through the TPS thickness to represent highly nonlinear thickness 
temperature gradients. A TPS/Structural system uses an interface sub­
element to represent heat transfer between the TPS and supporting 
structure. The interface sub-element employs interpolation functions 
based on an analytical solution for steady-state heat transfer. To gain 
effic iency in computations, rectangular sub-elements are used, and sub­
element matrices are evaluated in closed-form. The performance of the 
two-dimensional TPS/Structural element approach is demonstrated for 
sections of the shuttle wing, namely: ( 1 ) a semi-bay model, ( 2 ) a f u l l -
bay model, (3) a complete multi-bay wing truss, and (4) a three- 
dimensional model of a section of the wing torque box subjected to 
reentry heating. The wing sections are analyzed by models with:
(1) TPS/Structural elements, and (2) detailed models of conventional 
elements.
Results show that the two-dimensional TPS/Structure f in ite  element 
approach predicts TPS and structural temperature distributions and 
thermal forces accurately thereby improving the accuracy of the 
structural response. Comparisons of two-dimensional TPS/Structure 
f in ite  element predicted temperatures by an im p lic it and exp lic it  
algorithms showed that the faster e x p lic it  algorithm can be used with no 
sign ificant loss in accuracy. Transient thermal analysis of the
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complete multi-bay wing truss and the section of the wing torque box 
with the TPS/Structure element approach demonstrates the capability to 
e ffic ie n tly  model and analyze a complex structure. Temperature 
distributions for the complete multi-bay truss analysis are in 
qualitative agreement with other shuttle analyses at early times, but 
comparisons of temperatures at la te r times suggest the need to include 
internal radiation heat transfer. The applications mentioned above 
demonstrate that the TPS/Structure f in ite  element approach can simplify  
the complex thermal models and reduce computational time s ign ifican tly .
F in a lly , new three-dimensional f in ite  elements are developed to 
analyze the complex three-dimensional shuttle wing structure models 
which are enclosed by a thermal protection system. F irs tly , a three- 
dimensional TPS/Structure element which uses nodeless variables [9] at 
the TPS and structure interface is formulated. Results indicate that 
the approach using the three-dimensional nodeless variable element gives 
good agreement for TPS and structural temperature distribution with 
reduction in model size and computing time. However, when a common 
discretization is maintained for the thermal and structural analysis 
models, the predicted results for the structural temperature 
distributions are lower than the actual temperature distributions. Due 
to lim itations in the computer code in which the TPS/Structure nodeless 
variable element is implemented, configurations of larger sections of 
the wing structure could not be analyzed. Lastly , a new three- 
dimensional TPS/Structure f in ite  element is formulated based on 
modification of the two-dimensional TPS/Structure formulation. The 
interpolation functions for this element can be reduced to the two- 
dimensional TPS/Structural case mentioned e a r l ie r .  Furthermore, since
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the approach can be used with an e x p lic it algorithm, the three- 
dimensional TPS/Structural approach is capable of handling complex 
TPS/Structural configurations of large structural components without 
storage problems. B rie fly  summarized, a f in i te  element approach and 
modeling techniques for e ff ic ie n t thermal-structural analysis of 
structures enveloped with the reusable surface insulation type thermal 
protection system is presented with emphasis on applications to the 
space shuttle.
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APPENDIX A 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
A few of the major programs used for analyzing the thermal-  
structural response of shuttle wing sections plus a special code 
developed for structures with thermal protection systems is presented 
below.
Lockheed Thermal Analysis Program
The Lockheed Thermal Analysis Program [35 ], uses the e lec trica l 
resistance capacity analogy to compute transient temperature d is t r i ­
butions for complex structural configurations. Solutions are obtained 
by converting the given physical system into one consisting of lumped 
thermal capacitors which are connected by thermal resistors and then 
using the lumped parameter or f in ite  difference approach. The program 
has the capability  to solve conduction, convection and radiation heat 
transfer problems and permits nonlinear effects due to thermophysical 
properties as w ell. Input format is not restric ted  to any particu lar 
geometry and hence the resistors and capacitors can be connected in any 
desired manner.
SPAR
SPAR [20], a general purpose f in ite  element computer program has 
both structural and thermal analysis cap ab ilities . The program consists 
of several processors which can perform the basic tasks of f in ite  
element analysis. These processors are capable of communication with 
each other through a common data base and are programmed in a highly 
e ffic ie n t manner both from the standpoint of speed and storage.
Nonlinear steady state and transient thermal analysis with conduction,
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forced convection and radiation elements are present in the SPAR thermal 
analyzer, together with the a v a ila b ility  of one, two and three- 
dimensional elements.
Either e x p lic it  or im p lic it time integration methods can be chosen 
by the user. I f  the e x p lic it method is chosen the integration time step 
size can be input by the user or calculated in tern a lly  by the transient 
thermal analyzer. I f  the im p lic it method is chosen, the integration  
time step size must be input by the user. In the e x p lic it solution 
method, the temperature vector at any point in time is expressed as a 
Taylor series expansion. The number of terms used in the series 
expansion is a user option. The im p lic it solution method is based on 
the Galerkin or weighted residual method.
NASTRAN
The NASTRAN [36] thermal analyzer is also a general purpose heat
transfer computer program. As an integrated part in the NASTRAN (NAsa
STRuctural ANalysis) system, the thermal analyzer is fu lly  capable of 
rendering temperature solutions and heat flows in solids subjected to 
various boundary conditions. These boundary conditions may range from 
prescribed temperatures at discrete nodal points and specified thermal 
loads to convective and radiatiye modes of heat transfer at boundary
surfaces in both steady state and transient cases.
TAP4
TAP4 is  an educational thermal analysis program developed to 
analyze structures with thermal protection systems. I t  includes the 
conventional one, two and three-dimensional elements and in addition 
also includes the TPS elements described in Chap. 4 and Chap. 5. The 
code uses an e x p lic it  algorithm and is developed to achieve fast and
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e ffic ie n t thermal analysis of structures with thermal protection 
systems. For transient thermal analysis the integration time step size 
can be input by the user or calculated in te rn a lly . TAP4 has the 
capability  of linking with STAP (which is an educational structural 
f in ite  element analysis program) through common mass storage f i le s .  
Furthermore, when analyzing structures with thermal protection systems 
the program has the f le x ib i l i ty  of switching from conventional f in ite  
elements to TPS elements and vice versa during analysis and also allows 
combinations of these elements to model a given problem. The code also 
evaluates the TPS/Structure interface temperatures and thereby transfers 
detailed and more accurate thermal loads to the associated structural 
models.
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APPENDIX B
TWO-DIMENSIONAL TPS/STRUCTURE FINITE ELEMENT MATRICES
The two-dimensional TPS/Structure interface element thermal 
matrices described in Chap. 4 are presented. These matrices are derived 
using the interpolation functions given by Eq. (4 .30 ).
Thermal F in ite  Element Matrices 
The variables used in the element matrices are defined as follows:
XL = element length in x-direction
YL = element length in y-d irection
TH = thickness of element perpendicular to x-y plane
TKY = thermal conductivity of the TPS
TKS = thermal conductivity of the structural member
AS = cross-sectional area of structural member
S( I ,J) = conductance stiffness matrix of the element
RHO = density of the TPS
RHOST = density of the structural member
CPT = specific heat of the TPS
CPS = specific heat of the structural member
C( I ,J) = capacitance matrix of the element
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SUBROUTINE S T IF (X L .Y L *T H » T K Y » T K S »AS. S )
DIHENSIQN S ( 4 » M
STIFNESS MATRIX TO COUPLED TILE-ROD EQUATIONS
DO 10 X »U4
DO 10
S C I» 4 1 » 0 o 0
10 CONTINUE
A«XL
B°YL
SQpSQRT i t TKY^THi /  (TKS’EAS’fcB!
XX» < TH*TKY1 / ( B*B>
S 2 * S I N H i S M A l
C2»C0SH(SQ$A1
THIS PART OF S T I F .  MATRIX DUE TO TILEKT3
P 1 » (S 2 » C 2 *B ) / (S Q » 2 .> 0 )
P 2 * ( C 2 *  (C 2 - » le O I * B i /C S Q * S 2 )
P 3 - ( C 2 » C 2 » ( C C 2 * S 2 ) / ( S Q » 2 e0 ) ~ A » 0 , 5 ) * B ) / < S 2 » S 2 )
P 4 " ( B * S 2 * S 2 m 2 . 0 » S 2 * S Q i
P 5 » < P 3 i /C 2
P6»P4*C2
S T l l « X X * t A * B * 0 . 5 + P l - 2 . 0 * P f e + P 3 1
ST12«XX*(P4~P5!
S T 1 3 ° X K * ( P § - P 4 )
ST14ttXX$gA»B«(°0c58“- P l * 2 60$F6~P31
S T 2 2 « X X » ( P 1 - U » B I * 0 . 5 W < S 2 » S 2 >
S T 2 3 "X X * (  C A * 8 ) » 0 « 3 - P 1 ) / C S 2 * S 2 >
ST24-XX*(P5«=P4J
ST33*ST22
S T 3 4 » X X * (P 4 ” P5)
ST44°XX»g A^B^Oc §4Pl-=»2 cQ^P6-frP3l
ST21«ST12
ST31"ST13
ST32«ST23
ST41«»ST14
ST42°ST24
ST43-ST34
THIS PART OF S T IF  MATRIX DUE TO STRUCTURECKS3
QbSQ^SQ
YY-TKS*AS
P 7 « ( ( C 2 * C 2 * B ) / ( S 2 » S 2 8  > * < A / 2 . * ( S - 2 » C 2 > / t 2 . » S Q )  i
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I
I . . . . .
1 . . . P8«(SQ*B/AJ*(C2/SQ-1. /SQ)
1 P9-(SQ*C2*B*S2) / (A*S2*SQ)
%% AKS11"( YY/B)*Q* ( ( P5*S2*S2) /C2+P7—2»0*P6)
AKS12»(YY/B)*Q*(Pfe/C2-P7/C2J
i AKS13»(YY/B l*Q*(P8/Q-P4-P9/Q+P7/C2)
1 AKS14»CYY/B)*Q*{-P8/Q+2.0*P6~(P5*S2*S2>/C2+P9/Q-P7)
i AKS22»(YY /B )*Q * (P7 / (C 2*C 2) )S AKS23«CYY/B)*Q*<P9/(0*C2)-P7/CC2*C2)>
I AKS24* C YY/B )*Q*  <—P 9 /  ( Q*C2)*P7/C2*=*P$)
i  A K S 3 3 - {Y Y /B J *Q *< B /U * Q I+ P ? / (C 2 *C 2 * -2 .0 * P 9 /C e 2 * Q n
i AKS34«CYY/B$*Q*e«=B/CA*Oi*P9/Q-Pe/Q-J-P9/CQ*e2»~P7/C24>P41
AKS44«MYY/BI*0’M B m * Q J « ’2.*P9/Q4=2**P§/Q»P?°2f,$P6MP5*S2*S2S/C2*
1 AKS21oAKS12
S AKS31«AKS13
i AKS32-AKS23
I AKS*1«AKS14 !
1 AKS42»AKS24 I
1 AKS*3»AKS3*
1 S(1*1I»ST11+AKS11
1 SU*2)»ST12+AKS12
i S Q *  3J«=ST13*AKS13
1. S Q * 4 i « S T 1 4 + A K S M
1 SC2*2i»ST22+AKS22
s S ( 2 » 3 | b ST23*AKS23
1 S(2# 4 ) «ST24+AKS2A
1 SC3,3)*ST33+AKS33
i S(3#4)eST34*AKS34i S K '« 4 S oST44-!>AKS44
1. S C 2 » l l * S ( l « 2 i
1 S ( 3 * 1 I®S 11» 3 )
1 S ( 3 » 2 ) » S ( 2* 3)s S H t l ] s S { b 4 t
1 S(4*2J «>S(2 j 4 )
Si S(4»3>»S(3*4>i RETU8M
ENDail5?
U
1
1
1
1
I
§_.  ... -  . ... .. . i
jj
j
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SUBROUTINE CAPIF(RHQ» RHOST*CPT»CPS*TH*TKY»TKS>AS»XL*YL*C)  
DIMENSION C ( 4 > 4 ) _____________________________________________________
. CAPACITANCE MATRIX FOR T ILE  ROD COUPLED SOLUTION
"DO 10 I ® ! # *
DO 10 J « l , 4
10 CONTINUE
A»XL
B«»YL
S Q«SQRT(CTKY»THi/<TKS*AS*B) i
Q"SQ*SQ
XX«RHO»CPT»TH
S2«SINH<SQ*A)
a C2»C05H(SQ*A}
*£J£_ P l » ( S 2 * C 2 ) / (S Q$2«0)
P 2 - ( C 2 / C S 2 * S Q * 2 . 0 | ) * < S 2 * S 2 )
P 3 » ( ( C 2 * C 2 ) / ( S 2 * S 2 ) > * i CS2*C2) / (S Q *2 . ) - A * 0 « 5 )
P 4 - U A * S 2 ) / S Q - C 2 / G * l 8 0 / 0 i / A
m r
f . :4
P 5 » « C 2 /C A * S 2 ) ) » C < A * C 2 ) / SQ-S2/Q1  
P6» (C2. / S O - l . p / S C i / S 2______________
P 7 » (C A *C 2 ? /S 0 “ S 2 / Q ? / ( A * S 2 )
CAPACITANCE MATRIX DUE TO TILE
C T 1 1 M X X / B  t  „ 5 + B 3 P 1-2 .*B » P 2 » B *P 3  J
C T 1 2 » ( X X / 3 . ) * U B » P 2 ) / C 2 - ( B » P 3 ) / C 2 )
CT 1 3 « X X * ( B » . 5 * P 4 - < B * P 2 ) / ( C 2 * 3 c ? - B * » 5 * P 5 + ( B » P 3 ? / I C 2 * 3 » ) I 
C T 1 4 » X X » t B * , 5 * S 2 /S Q ~ B * » 5 * P 4 ” B * , , g * C 2 * P 6 + B * . 5 * P 5  + f 2 « » B * P 2 i / 3 ,
* - < A * B ) / f e . - t B * P l ) / 3 « - ( B * P 3 ) / 3 . ) _____________________________________
_ CT22«XX * < < B » P 3 ) / C C 2 * C 2 » 3 , n _____________________________________
CT23» X X * ( B * . 5 * P 7 - ( 8 * P 3 ) / ( C 2 * C 2 * 3 a n ______________________________
C t2 4 » X X *  ( B *» 5*P 6 -°B *» 5 *P 7 +  <B*P3 i /  ( C 2 * 3 » I —( B * P 2 ) /  tC2*3o  ) 1 
C T 3 3 » X X * ( A * B / 3 . - B * P 7 » ( B * P 3 ) / ( C 2 * C 2 * 3 . ) ) _________________________
C T 3 4 »X X *C A *B f6 e » B » e5 * C 2 » P 7 - P * e5 *P 4 -B » « .5 *P 6 + B *c 5 *P 7  
* - ( 8 * P 3 ) / ( C 2 * 3 . ) + { B * P 2 ? / { 3 » * i  ) ) ____________________
C T 4 4 * » X X * (A » B /2 .+ B *C 2 *P 6 -B *S 2 /S Q -°B *C 2 *P 7 + B *P 4 -H B » P 3 ) /3 »  
» - ( 2 . / 3 . ) * B * P 2 + ( B / 3 . ) * P l ) _______________________ _______________
CAPACITANCE MATRIX DUE TO STRUCTURE
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1
I YY«RHOST*AS*CPS
1 C S l l « Y Y * < A / 2 . + P l - 2 . * P 2 + P 3 )
1 C S 1 2 - Y Y * ( P 2 / C 2 - P 3 / C 2 )
1 C S I 3 » Y Y * ( P 4 - P 2 / C 2 - P 5 + P 3 / C 2 )
1 C S 1 4 « Y Y * t S 2 /S Q - P 4 - f rP 2 -A /2 o -P l -P 6 * C 2 + P 5 -P 3 + P 2 i
$ C S 2 2 - Y Y * ( P 3 / ( C 2 * C 2 H
1 C S 2 3 » Y Y * ( P 7 - P 3 / ( C 2 * C 2 ) )
1 C S 2 4 *Y Y * (P 6 —P 7+P3 /C 2—P 2 / C 2 )
'S3! C S 3 3 » Y Y * ( A / 3 . - 2 . * P 7 + P 3 / < C 2 * C 2 > >
i CS34®YYJM  A / 6 e * ,P7*C2“ P4—P6+P7«,P 3 /C 2 + P 2 /C 2  >t C S 4 4 « Y Y * ( { 5 . * A ) / 6 . + 2 . * P 6 * C 2 - 2 . * S 2 f S Q “ 2 . * P 7 * C 2 + 2 . * P 4 + P 3 ~ 2 . * P 2 + P l )
s C U f l ) » C T l l + C S l l
i CC1»2) -CT12+CS12
I  C (1 *3 )» C T 1 3 + C S 1 3
a C U * 4 i » C T 1 4 + C S 1 4
1 C (2 ,2 > «C T 22 + C S 2 2
C ( 2 * 3 S “CT23+CS23
1 C (2 * 4 )» C T 2 4 + C S 2 4
1 C « 3 ,3 )» C T 3 3 + C S 3 3
31 C ( 3 * 4 I “ CT34+CS34
1 C C4 ,4 )»C T44+C S4 4
1 C ( 2 * 1 ) « C ( 1 * 2 J
1 C<3*1)«CC1>3>
p C (3 »2 )<»C (2 >3 )  !
p C ( 4 > 1 J »C( 1> 4 i  1
s C ( 4 » 2 ) « C ( 2 * 4 )  !
l C t 4 , 3 > ® C « 3 * 4 i
i . RETURN
8 END
i
i  .
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